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QUESTIONS REMAIN
Siegrist has started researching the issue but draws no firm conclusions 

about what this waste segregation means to onsite system performance.
“Based on the work to date, in general, diversion of mixed graywater 

will result in increased concentrations but equal or lower per capita mass 
loadings of key pollutants,’’ Siegrist writes. “Depending on the scenario 
being considered, graywater diversion could adversely impact the function 
and performance on a common onsite wastewater treatment system 
handling just blackwater.”

Siegrist is starting to run through various scenarios of types of 
graywater being diverted from residential onsite systems, both existing 
systems and new systems designed to treat only blackwater. He finds that 
while mass loadings would be lower in existing systems with graywater 
removed, concentrations of BOD, TSS, total N and total P would rise 1.6 
to 2.2 times. And he notes that levels of pollutants remaining in graywater 
streams are significant enough to require effective treatment before 
discharge or reuse. 

“With the diversion of graywater, the concentrations of consumer 
product chemicals could be lower in the blackwater, while pharmaceuticals 
and biogenic compounds could be elevated,” he concludes. “Depending 
on the source of the wastewater being treated, this could be considered a 
potentially positive or negative influence on system performance.”
 
HOMEOWNER EDUCATION

The lack of solid information is a cautionary tale for Dawn Long, of 
American Septic Service, Sierra Vista, Ariz. Long, who meticulously logs 
her observations about onsite system performance during inspections, 
has concerns that graywater reuse isn’t as cut-and-dried an issue as 
proponents would like to think. As she watches officials in nearby Tucson 
encourage graywater systems, she worries that homeowners aren’t up to 
the task of maintaining the systems. 

A few things worry Long. For instance, if laundry water is considered 
graywater, what if someone is washing dirty diapers? She would consider 
the resulting stream blackwater. She has seen graywater systems where 
water is improperly ponding in the yard. She’s seen holding tanks that are 
not emptied in a timely manner, resulting in putrid water. 

Long also suspects many homeowners use a graywater system to ease 
the load on a poorly performing onsite system rather than because of a 
concern for the environment.

“It’s going to take an educated homeowner to use it properly,” she 
says. “I’m not a cop. I see lots of graywater not being used correctly, but 
I’m not going to turn anybody in.”

Chiordi makes it clear he doesn’t want to stop the momentum of 
graywater reuse across the country. He sees it as a positive movement in 
areas with dwindling water supplies. His concern rests with making sure 
what is seen as a positive for the environment is in no way a negative for 
decentralized wastewater treatment.

 
START A DISCUSSION

“Arizona is proud of its record of moving forward with graywater reuse 
and rightfully so. We do a lot of good work here in that arena,” he says. Still, 
he says there are questions that onsite professionals should be asking, and 
he promotes an open discussion … and hopefully we can do our part at 
Onsite Installer. 

“Anything to get the conversation going, that would be great, without 
impugning the efforts for graywater at all,” Chiordi says. “I think graywater 
is extremely important, especially in the Southwest. We’ve got to figure this 
out. It’s terribly important.”

Let’s start a conversation about this issue. You can share your thoughts 
by sending me an email at editor@onsiteinstaller.com. Or you can 
correspond with Chiordi at info@greentechnologiessolutions.com. O

To read a variety of information about 
graywater reuse compiled by Bryan 

Chiordi and Kevin Green, of Green Technologies 
Solutions, go to www.greentechnologiessolutions.
com/index.php/resources-link and look at the GTS 
Graywater Discussion section. Along with studies 
and a presentation given by Chiordi, you will find a 
Graywater-Blackwater Modeling Tool, developed with 
Green’s support, that can be used to see how graywater 
reuse may impact onsite systems in different scenarios.

Check out NEW Exclusive Online Content & More!
www.onsiteinstaller.com

e know there’s a water crisis in drought-stricken or generally arid 
climates, especially in the U.S. Southwest, with stress on water 
supplies and rising costs or outright bans on using water to 

irrigate landscaping. 
Out of economic and environmental concern, many people are 

promoting graywater reuse – diverting lightly dirtied water away from 
sewers and septic systems to find a second use for watering plants or 
flushing toilets, for example. Graywater reuse is a hot topic these days, as 
evidenced by the special report inside this issue of Onsite Installer (“From 
the Washing Machine to the Flower Garden,” by David Steinkraus). 

The story outlines the efforts of Georgia Habitat for Humanity and 
Mercer University to build new onsite systems for low-income homeowners 
that incorporate experimental graywater reuse systems. Philip McCreanor, 
an associate professor of engineering and director of the Mercer engineering 
honors program, outlines the commendable efforts of his students to install 
and monitor these systems.

A BOON FOR BUSINESS?
Graywater reuse not only offers potential environmental and cost benefits 

to users, it also has the potential to add a new dimension to the services 
offered by onsite installers. If this practice takes hold and the operation of 
these systems is perfected, onsite installers could be seen as the go-to 
professionals to design the dispersal systems and get them in the ground. 
Imagine the growth opportunity for your company if suddenly many of your 
customers demand two systems instead of one. The upside could be enormous 
for contractors located in water-starved regions. 

And widespread graywater reuse is not necessarily a long way off. Consider 
Tucson, Ariz., where the local government mandates that every new home 
(sewered or using an onsite system) is permitted with a diversion valve for a 

graywater system. Homeowners aren’t required to add the systems, but the 
diverting valve should start to steer many in that direction. 

The water conservation movement is all well and good, but a handful of 
people in the onsite industry are starting to ask an interesting question: What 
impact will removing a large percentage of graywater have on the long-term 
operation of onsite systems? One of those people is Bryan Chiordi, a Phoenix-
area onsite products distributor, president of the Arizona Onsite Wastewater 
Recycling Association and vice chairman of the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality advisory committee.

 
OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY

Seeing a growing interest in graywater reuse a few years ago, Chiordi 
wasn’t hearing a parallel discussion within the industry about the impact 
this would have on septic systems. He talked to many of the leading 
educators in the onsite industry and was told there is no definitive research 
data to answer the question. 

Chiordi says it’s counterintuitive to think removing a 
significant graywater stream from onsite systems will not alter 
treatment in some way. “There has got to be some impact, and 
the impact at 40 percent reduction is going to be a lot different 
than at 70, 80 or 90 percent,” Chiordi says. “Homeowners are 
just seeing one side of the coin: ‘Let’s do this; it’s safe; it’s not 
going to hurt anything.’ That may not be the whole story.”

Chiordi is not a scientist or a professor. He’s just a concerned 
person in the industry who’s asking questions and running 
down as much information as he can to help people maintain 

costly wastewater systems as well as use less water.
Of the well-meaning people promoting graywater reuse, Chiordi says, 

“I’m surprised they’re going forward so aggressively without even knowing 
[the impact on systems]. The guys who will pay the price are the homeowners 
in Tucson if they don’t get the longevity in their drainfields.”

Chiordi has heard theories that downplay concern about onsite system 
performance when graywater is diverted. Some believe there will be little 
harm to systems because the mass loading of waste will be about the same, 
and that diverting water will simply slow the flow. But the experts Chiordi 
has talked to say no studies have proven this to be true or false. One of 
those experts is Robert L. Siegrist, professor emeritus at the Colorado 
School of Mines.

Feedback
Onsite Installer™ welcomes your comments, 
ideas and suggestions on how we can serve 
you better. Call 800/257-7222; fax 715/546-
3786; or email editor@onsiteinstaller.com.

editor’snotebook

A Gray Area
Onsite professionals wonder about the potential impact on treatment 
systems as residential graywater reuse gains wider acceptance
By Jim Kneiszel

W

“Anything to get the conversation going, that would be great, 
without impugning the efforts for graywater at all. I think 
graywater is extremely important, especially in the Southwest. 
We’ve got to figure this out. It’s terribly important.’’
Bryan Chiordi
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START A DISCUSSION
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is extremely important, especially in the Southwest. We’ve got to figure this 
out. It’s terribly important.”

Let’s start a conversation about this issue. You can share your thoughts 
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Graywater Discussion section. Along with studies 
and a presentation given by Chiordi, you will find a 
Graywater-Blackwater Modeling Tool, developed with 
Green’s support, that can be used to see how graywater 
reuse may impact onsite systems in different scenarios.
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e know there’s a water crisis in drought-stricken or generally arid 
climates, especially in the U.S. Southwest, with stress on water 
supplies and rising costs or outright bans on using water to 

irrigate landscaping. 
Out of economic and environmental concern, many people are 

promoting graywater reuse – diverting lightly dirtied water away from 
sewers and septic systems to find a second use for watering plants or 
flushing toilets, for example. Graywater reuse is a hot topic these days, as 
evidenced by the special report inside this issue of Onsite Installer (“From 
the Washing Machine to the Flower Garden,” by David Steinkraus). 

The story outlines the efforts of Georgia Habitat for Humanity and 
Mercer University to build new onsite systems for low-income homeowners 
that incorporate experimental graywater reuse systems. Philip McCreanor, 
an associate professor of engineering and director of the Mercer engineering 
honors program, outlines the commendable efforts of his students to install 
and monitor these systems.

A BOON FOR BUSINESS?
Graywater reuse not only offers potential environmental and cost benefits 

to users, it also has the potential to add a new dimension to the services 
offered by onsite installers. If this practice takes hold and the operation of 
these systems is perfected, onsite installers could be seen as the go-to 
professionals to design the dispersal systems and get them in the ground. 
Imagine the growth opportunity for your company if suddenly many of your 
customers demand two systems instead of one. The upside could be enormous 
for contractors located in water-starved regions. 

And widespread graywater reuse is not necessarily a long way off. Consider 
Tucson, Ariz., where the local government mandates that every new home 
(sewered or using an onsite system) is permitted with a diversion valve for a 

graywater system. Homeowners aren’t required to add the systems, but the 
diverting valve should start to steer many in that direction. 

The water conservation movement is all well and good, but a handful of 
people in the onsite industry are starting to ask an interesting question: What 
impact will removing a large percentage of graywater have on the long-term 
operation of onsite systems? One of those people is Bryan Chiordi, a Phoenix-
area onsite products distributor, president of the Arizona Onsite Wastewater 
Recycling Association and vice chairman of the Arizona Department of 
Environmental Quality advisory committee.

 
OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY

Seeing a growing interest in graywater reuse a few years ago, Chiordi 
wasn’t hearing a parallel discussion within the industry about the impact 
this would have on septic systems. He talked to many of the leading 
educators in the onsite industry and was told there is no definitive research 
data to answer the question. 

Chiordi says it’s counterintuitive to think removing a 
significant graywater stream from onsite systems will not alter 
treatment in some way. “There has got to be some impact, and 
the impact at 40 percent reduction is going to be a lot different 
than at 70, 80 or 90 percent,” Chiordi says. “Homeowners are 
just seeing one side of the coin: ‘Let’s do this; it’s safe; it’s not 
going to hurt anything.’ That may not be the whole story.”

Chiordi is not a scientist or a professor. He’s just a concerned 
person in the industry who’s asking questions and running 
down as much information as he can to help people maintain 

costly wastewater systems as well as use less water.
Of the well-meaning people promoting graywater reuse, Chiordi says, 

“I’m surprised they’re going forward so aggressively without even knowing 
[the impact on systems]. The guys who will pay the price are the homeowners 
in Tucson if they don’t get the longevity in their drainfields.”

Chiordi has heard theories that downplay concern about onsite system 
performance when graywater is diverted. Some believe there will be little 
harm to systems because the mass loading of waste will be about the same, 
and that diverting water will simply slow the flow. But the experts Chiordi 
has talked to say no studies have proven this to be true or false. One of 
those experts is Robert L. Siegrist, professor emeritus at the Colorado 
School of Mines.

Feedback
Onsite Installer™ welcomes your comments, 
ideas and suggestions on how we can serve 
you better. Call 800/257-7222; fax 715/546-
3786; or email editor@onsiteinstaller.com.

editor’snotebook

A Gray Area
Onsite professionals wonder about the potential impact on treatment 
systems as residential graywater reuse gains wider acceptance
By Jim Kneiszel

W

“Anything to get the conversation going, that would be great, 
without impugning the efforts for graywater at all. I think 
graywater is extremely important, especially in the Southwest. 
We’ve got to figure this out. It’s terribly important.’’
Bryan Chiordi
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rank Parker once wore all the hats of a contractor serving the onsite 
wastewater industry. But when it came time to pursue the part of the 
business that got him up and excited every morning, Parker honed his 

focus to one important service: point-of-sale inspections.

He made the decision 14 years ago. “I didn’t really want to focus on 
installation, didn’t want to focus on pumping, and I was not interested in 
system maintenance. But what I did like were the Indiana Jones aspects of 
exploring every site I go to.” 

So Parker took many years of experience working all aspects of the 
onsite industry and in businesses large and small – and decided to work 
alone. Today his business, Parker Wastewater Consulting Inc., investigates 
systems for customers in and around Philadelphia. When he’s not on the job 
with inspections, he’s involved in training installers through the 
Pennsylvania Septage Management Association, and he’s presented 
seminars at the Pumper & Cleaner Expo (now the Water & Wastewater 
Equipment, Treatment & Transport Show, or WWETT).

 
GETTING AN ONSITE EDUCATION

In 1981, and with no experience or family background in the wastewater 
industry, Parker went to work for a family-owned onsite installer business. 
He performed a wide range of tasks – service work, operating equipment, 
designing systems, pricing, inspecting, sales and customer service. Doing 
everything gave him wonderful insights into the business and knowledge 
that nothing can replicate. Then life changed. 

The family-owned company was sold to a large corporation in 1998. 

When homeowners in Pennsylvania require a point-of-sale inspection or need to 
solve a vexing onsite system performance issue, they call Frank Parker

By David Steinkraus

installerprofile

F
Parker Wastewater Consulting Inc., 
Paoli, Pa.
OWNER: Frank Parker

FOUNDED: 2000

SERVICE AREA: 5 eastern Pennsylvania counties

SERVICES: Septic system certification inspections  
 for real estate transfers and refinancing,  
 troubleshooting for malfunctioning septic  
 systems, septic system locating

ASSOCIATIONS: Pennsylvania Septage Management   
 Association

WEBSITE: www.aboutparker.com

H

THE SEPTIC
DETECTIVE

Rather than continue with the 
larger company, he went in the 
opposite direction. From 1998 to 
2000 he was a partner in a small 
startup with a lifelong friend. The 
company offered some municipal 
plant operation, inspections of 
onsite systems, consulting and 

onsite system installation. Then in 2000, Parker transitioned into the 
smallest possible small business: a staff of one, himself, unless you count 
the dog that keeps him company in the office. 

Like the fictional film archaeologist Indiana Jones, Parker sometimes 
finds himself looking into history. For example there was the Wharton 
Sinkler estate near Philadelphia. This is the family whose name is attached 
to the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania, and 
when the university decided to sell part of the property, Parker was asked to 
inspect the wastewater systems in several buildings. 

He found a system that used no mechanical pumps. Wastewater from 
the barn and some apartments was collected in a septic tank and from there 
flowed by gravity into a siphon chamber. The siphon moved water to a 
distribution box and 11 clay tile trenches that comprised the drainfield. The 
trenches varied in length from 50 to 120 feet, and vanes in the distribution 
box were arranged to direct more water into the longest trenches. 

“Here was an engineer who was ahead of his time. That system was 
installed near the beginning of the last century, but the technologies it used 
exceed what we have today, and it’s still working,” Parker says. 

Even though he has been in the industry for decades, Parker still can 
find systems like this that show him something new. Add the opportunity 
to talk to the occasional celebrity and meet people from all over the world, 
and he has a job that is endlessly interesting.

GOOD LOCATION FOR THIS NICHE
That was part of the motivation and part of the reason for his success. 

Another part is the area where Parker lives. He is about 30 miles west of 
Philadelphia in an area that is heavily settled yet has not developed extensive 
municipal sewers. There are pockets of sewered land, but there are also 
urbanized areas with homeowners who do not want a municipal service if 
they have the option of onsite systems. There are environmentally sensitive 
areas with shallow soils or nearby creeks. There are also a large number of 
wealthy landowners who raise horses. 

“I’ve been in stables that are nicer than my house and have a dedicated 
septic system that rivals any household system,” he says. 

Parker works in Philadelphia several times a month. He will go 30 miles 
north to Pottstown once a month and south to the Maryland border once or 
twice a month. If he were pumping or doing installations, his service area 
would be limited by hauling distances, and he would hope one division of 
the company could find business for another. 

Because his business consists of him and a light truck, driving an hour 
and a quarter for a job is not a big deal, and his larger territory allows for a 
larger base of potential clients. If one area is slow, others will compensate. 
The economic recession of a few years ago illustrates the value of  
this strategy. 

“I would say that it generally slowed things a bit, but for me personally, 

OPPOSITE PAGE: During a point-of-
sale inspection, Parker pauses to take 
notes about a concern he found while 
looking at the plumbing lines in the 
basement. 

RIGHT: Parker frequently uses his 
MyTana inspection camera, as he shows 
here during an onsite system inspection, 
to check on the condition of drainfield 
lines. (Photos by Kyle Grantham)

watch them in action
To learn more about 

Parker Wastewater Consulting,
see a video at www.onsiteinstaller.com.

“I didn’t really want to 
focus on installation, 
didn’t want to focus on 
pumping, and I was not 
interested in system 
maintenance. But what I 
did like were the Indiana 
Jones aspects of exploring 
every site I go to.”
Frank Parker
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Parker ran a camera inside the wastewater pipe, which came out of the 
house and passed under the dripfield on its way to the treatment tank. The 
camera showed that when the contractor put in the dripfield his vibrating 
chisel plow cut several neat slits in the wastewater pipe.

 
INSPECTION STEP BY STEP

A good inspection begins before you even go to the property, Parker 
says. On the phone when a client calls initially, or with forms sent out 
before the inspection, you gather as much information as possible: how old 

It doesn’t matter whether you think onsite system 
inspections will be a primary service or a sideline, 
whether your business is large or small. The reality 
is you will be alone out in the world, and more 
alone than you think, says Frank Parker of Parker 
Wastewater Consulting, Inc., Paoli, Pa. For more than 
a dozen years he has specialized in system inspections, 
primarily for real estate transfers.

The only way to overcome being alone is to become 
involved with a network of professionals. No one will 
completely understand what you do or be able to offer 
help when you need it except for someone who does 
the same job, Parker says. Even with more than 30 
years in the industry, Parker still calls other seasoned 
inspectors for advice. Students from the classes he has 
taught call him. 

It’s important to use all the experience 
accumulated by people in the industry, he says. It can 
prevent you from misdiagnosing a problem and having 
an unhappy client. “I wouldn’t go into this business 
with the presumption that you know enough to just do 
it. It doesn’t matter how much experience you have. It 
matters to me whether you have a consistent method 
so when you’re out there it’s not just your gut,” he says. 

The other key is training, he says. The Pennsylvania 
Septage Management Association runs regular classes 
to certify inspectors. This is not required by the state 
– yet – but people who want to do a good job take 
the classes, Parker says. He has taught many of these 
classes himself. Instructors are required to earn 90 
percent or better on the certification exam. 

It’s important to network at these classes too,  
he says. 

“I’m going to learn about as much from the other 
people in the class as they learn from me,” he says.

Starting an 
inspection business

Parker believes in the importance of thorough communication with buyers and sellers 
during point-of-sale inspections. Here he consults with a real estate agent (left) and 
family member of the homebuyer.

I kept going reasonably steady,” Parker says. Property sales decreased, but 
there were foreclosures and real estate transfers to compensate.

 
HE HAS RESPECT

Another advantage he has is not being involved at all in fixing or 
replacing wastewater systems. Clients can be emotional about the subject, 
Parker says. They understand a roof problem or a faulty furnace, but they 
cannot handle news about a bad septic system. When a real estate agent 
approaches a seller with a report saying the wastewater system needs 
replacement or major work, the seller’s initial reaction is that the contractor 

is trying to generate work for himself, Parker says. 
Because Parker doesn’t do that work, his reports carry 
more credibility. 

Because of these factors and business practices, 
Parker does about 350 inspections annually, estimated 
conservatively. “If you take out this winter’s snow – and 
I still worked through it, and it was not pleasant – 
usually I will do between 1.75 and 2.25 inspections per 
day on most days.” Times can vary greatly. On one job 
this year he spent 45 minutes just unbolting covers and 
finding access points on a complex irrigation system. 

Some competitors charge a low price and claim they 
do five or six inspections per day. 

“I have to wonder how comprehensive an inspection 
like that can be. It’s important to know what’s 
happening in a house, what kinds of fixtures they have, 
for example whether they have whirlpools or ice 
machines, and what suspicious things there are. Maybe 
the water meter is still turning even though no one is 
using water, which indicates a leak,” Parker says.

 
CUSTOMER EDUCATION

When you take the time to look thoroughly, and the 
client sees that you took the time, it gives you more 
credibility than the guy who walks into a yard, sticks a 
probe in the ground and leaves. “I try to be somebody 
they can interact with rather than just some septic guy 
who just showed up and left,” Parker says. 

The best inspections happen when the seller or 
buyer are present. Parker likes to sit down first and 
provide basic education on how wastewater systems 
work and how their lives can be prolonged. Then he 

does a complete walk-through in the building and outside. When he’s done, 
it’s easier for the client to understand his findings and recommendations 
because of the education given at the start of the inspection. 

“People ask me about the wisdom of doing inspections everywhere. 
They understand it’s important to look at a 20-year-old system, but I find 
just as many issues with newer systems as older systems. They’re just 
different kinds of issues,” he says. For example, there was the contractor 
who decided to put in his own drip irrigation system. Afterward he had 
constant infiltration in his septic tank, more during a rain, but couldn’t 
figure out the source. 

“I wouldn’t go into this business with 
the presumption that you know enough 
to just do it. It doesn’t matter how much 
experience you have. It matters to me 
whether you have a consistent 
method so when you’re out 
there it’s not just your gut.”
Frank Parker

During an inspection, Parker runs a hose into the onsite system to 
test hydraulic loading.

Starting an 
inspection business
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house and passed under the dripfield on its way to the treatment tank. The 
camera showed that when the contractor put in the dripfield his vibrating 
chisel plow cut several neat slits in the wastewater pipe.

 
INSPECTION STEP BY STEP

A good inspection begins before you even go to the property, Parker 
says. On the phone when a client calls initially, or with forms sent out 
before the inspection, you gather as much information as possible: how old 

It doesn’t matter whether you think onsite system 
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whether your business is large or small. The reality 
is you will be alone out in the world, and more 
alone than you think, says Frank Parker of Parker 
Wastewater Consulting, Inc., Paoli, Pa. For more than 
a dozen years he has specialized in system inspections, 
primarily for real estate transfers.

The only way to overcome being alone is to become 
involved with a network of professionals. No one will 
completely understand what you do or be able to offer 
help when you need it except for someone who does 
the same job, Parker says. Even with more than 30 
years in the industry, Parker still calls other seasoned 
inspectors for advice. Students from the classes he has 
taught call him. 

It’s important to use all the experience 
accumulated by people in the industry, he says. It can 
prevent you from misdiagnosing a problem and having 
an unhappy client. “I wouldn’t go into this business 
with the presumption that you know enough to just do 
it. It doesn’t matter how much experience you have. It 
matters to me whether you have a consistent method 
so when you’re out there it’s not just your gut,” he says. 

The other key is training, he says. The Pennsylvania 
Septage Management Association runs regular classes 
to certify inspectors. This is not required by the state 
– yet – but people who want to do a good job take 
the classes, Parker says. He has taught many of these 
classes himself. Instructors are required to earn 90 
percent or better on the certification exam. 

It’s important to network at these classes too,  
he says. 

“I’m going to learn about as much from the other 
people in the class as they learn from me,” he says.

Starting an 
inspection business

Parker believes in the importance of thorough communication with buyers and sellers 
during point-of-sale inspections. Here he consults with a real estate agent (left) and 
family member of the homebuyer.
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I kept going reasonably steady,” Parker says. Property sales decreased, but 
there were foreclosures and real estate transfers to compensate.

 
HE HAS RESPECT

Another advantage he has is not being involved at all in fixing or 
replacing wastewater systems. Clients can be emotional about the subject, 
Parker says. They understand a roof problem or a faulty furnace, but they 
cannot handle news about a bad septic system. When a real estate agent 
approaches a seller with a report saying the wastewater system needs 
replacement or major work, the seller’s initial reaction is that the contractor 

is trying to generate work for himself, Parker says. 
Because Parker doesn’t do that work, his reports carry 
more credibility. 
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CUSTOMER EDUCATION
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credibility than the guy who walks into a yard, sticks a 
probe in the ground and leaves. “I try to be somebody 
they can interact with rather than just some septic guy 
who just showed up and left,” Parker says. 

The best inspections happen when the seller or 
buyer are present. Parker likes to sit down first and 
provide basic education on how wastewater systems 
work and how their lives can be prolonged. Then he 

does a complete walk-through in the building and outside. When he’s done, 
it’s easier for the client to understand his findings and recommendations 
because of the education given at the start of the inspection. 

“People ask me about the wisdom of doing inspections everywhere. 
They understand it’s important to look at a 20-year-old system, but I find 
just as many issues with newer systems as older systems. They’re just 
different kinds of issues,” he says. For example, there was the contractor 
who decided to put in his own drip irrigation system. Afterward he had 
constant infiltration in his septic tank, more during a rain, but couldn’t 
figure out the source. 

“I wouldn’t go into this business with 
the presumption that you know enough 
to just do it. It doesn’t matter how much 
experience you have. It matters to me 
whether you have a consistent 
method so when you’re out 
there it’s not just your gut.”
Frank Parker

During an inspection, Parker runs a hose into the onsite system to 
test hydraulic loading.
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is the home, how old is the system, 
has it been repaired, when was it 
last pumped, how many people live 
in the home, how many will be 
living there after the sale, and is 
there any permit or maintenance 
information available? 

Upon arrival, Parker first takes 
a walk around the property. As he 
puts it, he looks at the forest before 
he becomes lost in the trees. Is the 
property wet or rocky? Is it well 
cared for? Are there any hints of 
settling around manhole covers? 

Inside the house, he introduces himself to the owner, explains what he’s 
doing and looks around. If the owner says the home is occupied, Parker may 
look in the refrigerator. If he finds just one carton of spoiled milk, the home 
may not be inhabited. These questions give him an idea of where the 
wastewater flows originate. In the basement he checks whether there are 
inappropriate connections to the septic system, for example sump pumps or 
condensate lines from air conditioners. 

He checks plumbing connections and the clothes washing machine. He 
looks for evidence of wastewater leaking into the basement. Then he heads 
outside, following the flow of wastewater as it leaves the house. He checks 
the tank liquid level and whether it maintains a normal level. If a pump 
doses the drainfield, he checks its operation. He takes thorough notes and 
uses a checklist to ensure he does not forget a step. This helps him diagram 
the system and note any problems. 

His tools are simple, such as a tank and water meter to test flows, but he 
also carries a Gator Locator from Radiodetection Inspection Products and a 
new MyTana inspection camera purchased at the 2014 Pumper & Cleaner 
Environmental Expo International (now called the Water & Wastewater 
Equipment, Treatment & Transport Show, or WWETT). The camera 
broadcasts a radio signal, and by using a receiver above ground Parker can 
find exactly where the camera shows a problem. In addition, the camera 
sends a Wi-Fi signal to his smartphone so he can watch a live image as he 
pushes the camera through a pipe. And he can upload video to a client from 
the field via a dedicated YouTube channel and an email link.

 

A BRIGHT FUTURE
Parker sees evidence that his 

specialty niche will continue to 
grow. From what he’s learned at 
meetings of the National Associa-
tion of Wastewater Technicians, 
and from what he’s heard of the 
Chesapeake Bay watershed plan, 
the number of regulations will 
increase, and they will become 
more uniform among states. 

Before he entered the wastewater industry, Parker sold diamonds. He 
was doing so well that he was in line to have his own store. Then he looked 
at middle managers, where he would be in a couple of decades. “They were 
all 40, driving Corvettes and divorced, and I said, ‘This will be my life,’” he 
recalls. He found he didn’t want to concentrate his career in selling jewels, 
so instead he found another unlikely career jewel. 

A friend from high school suggested he trade his shirt and tie for a pair 
of jeans and a vacuum truck. The physical work is wearing and you’ll never 
be rich, but the work isn’t dull, his friend said. Parker made the move, and 
kept moving, and it’s been a fascinating field of work. By focusing his 
experience and knowing his market, he fills a niche where competition is 
low and the future is bright. O 

MORE INFO:
Radiodetection 
Corporation
877/247-3797
www.radiodetection.com

MyTana Mfg. 
Company, Inc.
800/328-8170
www.mytana.com

Parker measures the depth of a septic tank during an inspection in Coatesville, Pa.

“People ask me about 
the wisdom of doing 
inspections everywhere. 
They understand it’s 
important to look at a 
20-year-old system, but 
I find just as many issues 
with newer systems as 
older systems. They’re 
just different kinds 
of issues.”
Frank Parker
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Parker measures the depth of a septic tank during an inspection in Coatesville, Pa.

“People ask me about 
the wisdom of doing 
inspections everywhere. 
They understand it’s 
important to look at a 
20-year-old system, but 
I find just as many issues 
with newer systems as 
older systems. They’re 
just different kinds 
of issues.”
Frank Parker
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“The very day we found out we’d have to move our shop, somebody 
came through the door and said, ‘Do you want to buy Buck’s back?’ It 
was really a door closing, door opening, all in the same day.” They quickly 
jumped at the chance.

Today their business is exclusively portable restrooms, serving the 
100-mile-wide Willamette Valley. They’ve got about 1,500 Satellite Industries 
units — gray Tufways and Maxims (and a few white ones for weddings, and 
green units for their University of Oregon tailgating; “quack shacks,” they call 
them after the Oregon Ducks mascot), several ADA-compliant Freedoms 
and wheelchair-accessible Liberties — an Ameri-Can Engineering Crowd 
Pleaser restroom trailer, and two smaller Comfort Station trailers from 
Advanced Containment Systems, Inc. About 50 percent of their work is 
special events, including, in 2012, the U.S. Olympic track-and-field trials.

 

Making connections

The Welds live in Sweet Home so they’ve always had the hometown 
advantage for the Jamboree and Buck’s has done it since its beginning in 
1996. They feel confident they’ll retain the work as long as they provide good 
service and a reasonable price.

 

the Main event

In the early ’90s, when Sweet Home came up with an idea to help 
fund civic projects, this little town asked a big star to perform at their first 

country music festival. Surprisingly, Wynonna Judd said yes and the festival 
has attracted top talent ever since. In 2012, the 9,000 residents welcomed 
40,000 visitors August 3-5, most of whom camped out. Judd was back to help 
celebrate the Jamboree’s 20th anniversary, along with Rascal Flatts, Dierks 
Bentley, the Charlie Daniels Band, and enough performers for 22 shows on 
two stages. Other attractions included beer and wine gardens, merchandise 
booths and a kids’ zone. The event is held in a no-facilities, 20-acre park-like 
setting near the edge of the picturesque town.

 

By the nuMBers

The company brought in 265 units (20 Maxims, 10 Freedoms, 20 
Liberties, one Standing Room Only urinal unit, and the balance Tufways), 
three restroom trailers, and 73 hand-wash stations (half Satellite Industries 
Waves from the company’s inventory, the rest PolyPortables, Inc. Tag Alongs 
rented from a colleague).

Some 115 units, including five handicap-accessible, were set up at the 
main venue — a few at bus stops, the hospitality center, and parking lots, 
but the bulk in large banks, along with six to eight hand-wash stations, were 
placed at the four corners of the facility. The crew placed the ACSI trailers 
near the stage for the performers and the Ameri-Can Engineering trailer in 
the food court/beer garden, along with the urinal unit.

Thirty units and six hand-wash stations were arranged in two banks 
at a smaller, adjacent venue. The rest of the inventory was taken to 23 
campgrounds. Thirteen units were rented to individual campsites.

“It’s easier to send a driver 

to pick up toilets if they’re 

all in one spot. I probably 

spent a little bit extra labor, 

but at least you don’t 

have to send somebody 

with a map to go to this 

campground, get these six, 

go to another campground, 

get these eight.’’

Scott Weld

<<< The Buck’s team includes, from 
left, Milah Weld, Susie Sieg, Josh 
Wooley, Sten Weld, Scott Weld and 
Eric Brownrigg.

(continued)

the teaM

Lisa and Scott Weld, owners of Buck’s 
Sanitary Service in Eugene, Ore., have a 
staff  of 10 — an offi  ce worker, yard worker, 
part-time mechanic and seven drivers. 
Lisa works in the offi  ce answering phones 
and managing the creative and marketing 
side while Scott fi lls in on everything 
from management to running routes to 
maintenance. Five people worked on the 
Oregon Jamboree along with the Welds 
and their three children, Maren, 9; Milah, 
13; and Sten, 17; who are accustomed to 
helping out at events.

 

coMpany history

In April 2012, Lisa and Scott Weld 
bought Buck’s — for the second time. Th eir 
fi rst crack at it was in 1995 when Scott’s 
father heard the 20 -year-old business was 
having problems. Th e family made an off er 
to the founder and operated it for four 
years as an add-on to their trash and septic 
service business. In 1999, when Weld’s 
father retired, they sold it to a national 
solid waste company. Weld went to work 
for that company, then 10 years later tried 
his hand again at self-employment in the 
trash business. A few challenges cropped 
up, but they turned out to be fortuitous, 
says Lisa Weld.

(continued)

<<< Susie Sieg, of Buck’s Sanitary Service, 
unloads a Satellite Industries Maxim 3000 

restroom at the Oregon Jamboree.
(Photos by Peter Krupp)

tHe JoB: Oregon Jamboree
locAtIoN: Sweet Home, Ore.
tHe PRo: Buck’s Sanitary Service
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“The very day we found out we’d 
have to move our shop, somebody 
came through the door and said, 
‘Do you want to buy Buck’s back?’ 
It was really a door closing, door 
opening, all in the same day.”
Scott Weld
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At the oregon Jamboree 
music festival, the crew 
at Buck’s Sanitary Service 
provides service that singsprovides service that sings
BY BettY dAGeFoRde

 Let’s roLL

Eight times, Sunday through Wednesday, a caravan of three trailers 
made the hour-long drive up Interstate 5 from the company’s yard to the 
Jamboree site to deliver units. Two of their 15-year-old company-built 
trailers held 16 units each and a third trailer carried 20 (also company-built, 
using an Explorer receiver from McKee Technologies, Inc.). The company 
used service vehicles to pull the trailers.

Weld tried a new approach for the removal process. Sunday night 
and continuing Monday, the team pumped and moved all units to a single 
staging area, which he felt simplified the job. “It’s easier to send a driver to 
pick up toilets if they’re all in one spot,” he explains. “I probably spent a little 
bit extra labor, but at least you don’t have to send somebody with a map to 
go to this campground, get these six, go to another campground, get these 
eight. Then you start leaving sinks behind and the (handicap unit) doesn’t 
fit. It’s just a logistics nightmare trying to get the loads to work out.” During 
the week, they grabbed units as schedules permitted.

 

keepin’ it cLean

Jamboree organizers required someone be on site and available by 
radio at all times so Weld, his son and another member of the team stayed in 
a motor home at one of the campgrounds.

Venue units were serviced each night from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. At 6:30 
a.m. they started in on the campground units, finishing around 9:30 a.m. 
During the day, they pumped out 20 RVs and 19 holding tanks — 10 at the 
two shower facilities and the balance for the food vendors.

Five service vehicles were used: A 2010 Peterbilt 335 and a 2008 
International 4300, both built out by Progress Vactruck with 1,500-gallon 
waste/500-gallon freshwater aluminum tanks; a 2001 Isuzu FTR from 
Workmate/FMI Truck Sales & Service with an 850-gallon waste/350-gallon 
freshwater steel tank; and two 2000 International 4700s built out by Lely 
Manufacturing Inc. with 750-gallon waste/350-gallon freshwater steel tanks. 
All have Masport pumps.

Waste was transported to the company’s yard each night and transferred 
to a 20,000-gallon tank. From there, another pumping contractor picked up 
the waste and disposed of it by land application.

 

saMe But different

In one sense, Weld was an old pro at this event, so it was “pretty much 
business as usual,” he says. On the other hand, the size and scope had 
changed significantly over the years — their first year, they brought in 60 
units for one venue and four campgrounds. “That was the most difficult 
thing for me,” he says. “So I had to get my act together.” He quickly got his 
arms around it. “You’ve got to just scratch your head and kick it in gear and 
go. We didn’t stop moving all weekend.” ■

Advanced Containment 
Systems, Inc.
800/927-2271
www.acsi-us.com

Ameri-Can Engineering
574/892-5151
www.ameri-can.com

Lely Manufacturing, Inc.
800/334-2763
www.lelyus.com

Masport, Inc.
800/228-4510
www.masportpump.com

McKee Technologies - 
Explorer Trailers
866/457-5425
www.mckeetechnologies.com
(See ad page 46)

PolyPortables, Inc.
800/241-7951
www.polyportables.com
(See ad page 33)

Progress Vactruck
800/467-5600
www.progressvactruck.com

Satellite Industries
800/328-3332
www.satelliteindustries.com
(See ad page 27)

Workmate/FMI Truck  
Sales & Service
800/927-8750
www.fmitrucks.com

MORE INFO

^^^ Milah Weld helps out her father’s crew, keeping restrooms and hand-wash 
stations stocked with soap and paper products at the Oregon Jamboree, includ-
ing these Wave sinks from Satellite Industries.

^^^ Satellite Industries Tufway restrooms are lined up and ready to go before the 
Oregon Jamboree, complete with lighting strung in the front of the units.
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Never satisfied, Dart Kendall modifies 
equipment and installation techniques 
to save time, cut costs, and deliver 
reliable, long-lasting systems PAGE 8

Do It BetterDo It Better
A WAY TO

or 30 years, Dart Kendall worked as a fi refi ghter with the Cobb County 
(Ga.) Fire Department – 24 hours on, 48 hours off. He fi lled his spare 
time remodeling homes (including the lieutenant governor’s), building 

and landscaping high-end houses, and installing septic tanks. 
In 1985, he opened his own business in Acworth. The uncertain con-

struction industry pushed Kendall into specializing in installing and repair-
ing residential and commercial onsite systems. It also prompted him to 

name the company Advanced Septic. As drip emitter systems replaced 
gravel-and-pipe drainfi elds, he kept a log detailing installation problems, 
then used the patterns he saw to change installation techniques, increase 
effi ciency, improve peace of mind, and make customers happier.

During slow periods, Kendall, wife Becky, and son Cliff brainstormed 
about how to work more effi ciently. They rearranged trucks, modifi ed 
equipment, or custom-built machinery so that they could install a complete 
drip system in one day. When that work slowed to a crawl, they turned to 

Never satisfi ed, Dart Kendall modifi es equipment and installation techniques 
to save time, cut costs, and deliver reliable, long-lasting systems

By Scottie Dayton

(continued)
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Advanced Septic, Acworth, Ga.
OWNERS: Dart and Becky Kendall 

YEARS IN BUSINESS: 27 

EMPLOYEES: 2 

MARKET AREA: 200-mile radius 

ANNUAL REVENUE: $850,000 

SPECIALTY: Installation and repair of residential 
 and commercial onsite systems 

AFFILIATIONS: Georgia Onsite Wastewater Association 

WEBSITE: www.adseptic.com

★

Bobby Maxwell, left, owner of 
Maxwell Precast Septic Tanks, 
lowers the tank into place with the 
help of equipment operator Cliff 
Kendall. (Photos by Harris Hatcher)

Do It BetterDo It Better
A WAY TO

“I was raised to always prepare for bad times, then 
do the best I could to get through them. That training 
enabled me to survive when so many others have not.”
Dart Kendall
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even bought molds and precast 
tanks to ensure structural and 
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Pumping helped the com-
pany bridge the hard times. Ken-
dall bought a 1994 GMC vacuum 
truck with a 1,800-gallon steel 
tank and Becker pump from 
Keith Huber. “Branching into a 
pumping enabled us to pay bills 
during the worst slowdowns,”  
he says.

Fighting back
As the housing bubble exploded in late 2008, Kendall listed upcoming 

jobs on a board in the shop to apprise his eight employees of the situation. 
“They talked up business and kept us going a lot longer,” says Kendall. “When 
the work ran out, I had to let them go. That really hurt.” He also sold off excess 
equipment and made the last payment on a new backhoe, entering the reces-
sion debt-free.

Kendall and son Cliff, who joined the company in 2002, expanded into 
installing drip emitter systems for large warehouse complexes. The work 
lasted 18 months. They 
returned to residential 
pumping and system 
repairs, growing both 
businesses. “In 2008, we 
were installing eight resi-
dential systems per week 
and three commercial 
systems a month,” Kendall says. Today the company installs only 10 residen-
tial and two commercial systems per year, and those numbers could have 
been even lower. Some of the current work is a result of competitors going out 
of business.

In 2009, Kendall branched into installing 20,000- to 50,000-gpd sys-
tems for schools and exclusive subdivisions in Tennessee (see sidebar). The 
massive scale of the projects enabled him to hire Barry Little, who had lost 
his job at the local wastewater treatment plant. Kendall designs the systems 
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“Branching into a pumping 
service enabled us to pay bills 
during the worst slowdowns.”
Dart Kendall

Cliff Kendall levels the septic tank 
using an RL-H4C auto-leveling, 
slope-matching laser from Top-
con Positioning Systems.

Cliff Kendall installs aggregate from ICC Technologies using the Bullseye 5+ machine control laser receiver from Apache 
Technologies. The RL-H4C laser from Topcon Positioning Systems is on the tripod in the background.

 
Digging with care

To keep trash from entering pressure supply mains during installation, 
Kendall mounted screw-down caps on the ends, removed them to flush the 
pipe when the system went online, and replaced the caps. “That eliminated 
trash blocking the pressure-relief valves, K-Rain indexing valves, and pressure 
regulators,” he says.

They initially used nipple couplings to attach drip lines to supply lines, 
but some always broke off during settling in the rocky soil. Kendall switched 
to compression couplings from the drip irrigation industry. “If they settle too 
much, the tubing pulls out,” he says. “We just cut it, add an extension, and 
shove it into the coupling. It’s an easy fix.” 

Careful trench excavation ensures that soil supports the tubing as it leaves 
the supply lines, reducing the chance that it will come out. Kendall also uses 
flexible tubing for air lines because it bends instead of breaking as it settles 
around ATU tanks. 

To keep inlet and outlet tees from twisting or breaking off during settling, 
the crew members level the bottoms of tank holes with the laser to ensure that 
the tees align with the pipes. Then they excavate the trenches, leaving the vir-
gin soil supporting the lines. They also excavate smaller tank holes to reduce 
backfill settling.

“I don’t mind fixing something, but it’s a point of pride to do it correctly 
the first time,” says Kendall. Advanced Septic has won two customer service 
awards from Angie’s List.

 
Stepping stones

Early in his career, Kendall joined the Georgia Onsite Wastewater 
Association to get as much training as possible and to network with experts. 
Eventually, he was asked to give presentations at onsite conferences and to 
serve on the GOWA board of directors – he became president in 2012. With 
association lobbyist Bruce Widener and Assistant Environment Protection 
Division Director Jim Ussery, Kendall is working to reverse revenue-killing 
restrictions on land application of septage.

“Joining their state onsite association is one of the best things contractors 
can do to improve business and stay in business,” says Kendall. “The day they 
think they know everything is the day they begin falling behind.”

Meanwhile, Kendall coaches Cliff, 31, for the day when he assumes 
responsibility for the company. “I stress planning for when things go from bad 
to worse,” he says. “It’s not how fast you leverage yourself. Sustainable growth 
is through steady plodding.” O 

MORE INFO:
Apache Technologies
800/874-6253
www.trimble.com

Brentwood Industries
610/236-1100
www.brentwoodprocess.com

Haulmark Industries, Inc.
800/348-7530
www.haulmark.com

ICC Technologies
877-422-3569
www.iccflowtech.com
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www.krain.com

Keith Huber, Inc.
800/334-8237
www.keithhuber.com

Pentair 
888/416-9513
www.pentair.com 
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877/765-9565
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(See ad page 40)
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Systems, Inc.
925/245-8300
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Vermeer
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www.vermeer.com

“Joining their state onsite association is one of the best 
things contractors can do to improve business and stay 
in business. The day they think they know everything 
is the day they begin falling behind.”
Dart Kendall

ABOVE: Cliff Kendall gets more PVC pipe from one of the compartments on 
their truck outfitted to haul supplies. RIGHT: Worker Barry Little installs a Poly-
lok PL-68 effluent filter in a septic tank. 
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pumping tanks and repairing sys-
tems to stay busy.

An opportunity to install 
20,000 gpd or larger systems in 
east Tennessee helped Kendall 
diversify into a wastewater utility 
called Aqua Green Utility. “I was 
raised to always prepare for bad 
times, then do the best I could to 
get through them,” says Kendall, 
56. “That training enabled me  
to survive when so many others 
have not.”

Roller coaster
As environmental issues gained 

traction and onsite systems became 
more complex, Kendall enjoyed the 
challenge of finding proper solu-
tions. He spent days at trade shows 
talking to vendors and taking 
classes on new technologies and 
products, then upgrading the busi-
ness. Kendall earned state installer 
licenses for residential, commercial 
and drip emitter systems, and 
received Pumper I and II licenses. 

“We did a lot of new construc-
tion during the housing boom 
because it was easy, profitable and 
fast,” says Kendall. “I’d bid a subdi-
vision, the developer would fax 
eight or 10 permits, and we would 
install the systems – a 1,000-gallon 
tank with 250 feet of drainfield.”

When the advent of aerobic treatment units (ATUs) enabled developers 
to build on sites with too much clay for conventional drainfields, Kendall 

chose geosynthetic aggregate 
from ICC Technologies and 
became a certified installer and 
distributor for Delta Environ-
mental Products (Pentair). He 
even bought molds and precast 
tanks to ensure structural and 
watertight integrity for ECOPOD 
or Whitewater ATUs. 

Pumping helped the com-
pany bridge the hard times. Ken-
dall bought a 1994 GMC vacuum 
truck with a 1,800-gallon steel 
tank and Becker pump from 
Keith Huber. “Branching into a 
pumping enabled us to pay bills 
during the worst slowdowns,”  
he says.

Fighting back
As the housing bubble exploded in late 2008, Kendall listed upcoming 

jobs on a board in the shop to apprise his eight employees of the situation. 
“They talked up business and kept us going a lot longer,” says Kendall. “When 
the work ran out, I had to let them go. That really hurt.” He also sold off excess 
equipment and made the last payment on a new backhoe, entering the reces-
sion debt-free.

Kendall and son Cliff, who joined the company in 2002, expanded into 
installing drip emitter systems for large warehouse complexes. The work 
lasted 18 months. They 
returned to residential 
pumping and system 
repairs, growing both 
businesses. “In 2008, we 
were installing eight resi-
dential systems per week 
and three commercial 
systems a month,” Kendall says. Today the company installs only 10 residen-
tial and two commercial systems per year, and those numbers could have 
been even lower. Some of the current work is a result of competitors going out 
of business.

In 2009, Kendall branched into installing 20,000- to 50,000-gpd sys-
tems for schools and exclusive subdivisions in Tennessee (see sidebar). The 
massive scale of the projects enabled him to hire Barry Little, who had lost 
his job at the local wastewater treatment plant. Kendall designs the systems 
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“Branching into a pumping 
service enabled us to pay bills 
during the worst slowdowns.”
Dart Kendall

Cliff Kendall levels the septic tank 
using an RL-H4C auto-leveling, 
slope-matching laser from Top-
con Positioning Systems.

Cliff Kendall installs aggregate from ICC Technologies using the Bullseye 5+ machine control laser receiver from Apache 
Technologies. The RL-H4C laser from Topcon Positioning Systems is on the tripod in the background.

or 30 years, Dart Kendall worked as a fi refi ghter with the Cobb County 
(Ga.) Fire Department – 24 hours on, 48 hours off. He fi lled his spare 
time remodeling homes (including the lieutenant governor’s), building 

and landscaping high-end houses, and installing septic tanks. 
In 1985, he opened his own business in Acworth. The uncertain con-

struction industry pushed Kendall into specializing in installing and repair-
ing residential and commercial onsite systems. It also prompted him to 

name the company Advanced Septic. As drip emitter systems replaced 
gravel-and-pipe drainfi elds, he kept a log detailing installation problems, 
then used the patterns he saw to change installation techniques, increase 
effi ciency, improve peace of mind, and make customers happier.

During slow periods, Kendall, wife Becky, and son Cliff brainstormed 
about how to work more effi ciently. They rearranged trucks, modifi ed 
equipment, or custom-built machinery so that they could install a complete 
drip system in one day. When that work slowed to a crawl, they turned to 

Never satisfi ed, Dart Kendall modifi es equipment and installation techniques 
to save time, cut costs, and deliver reliable, long-lasting systems

By Scottie Dayton
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Bobby Maxwell, left, owner of 
Maxwell Precast Septic Tanks, 
lowers the tank into place with the 
help of equipment operator Cliff 
Kendall. (Photos by Harris Hatcher)
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product composed of Irish peat and recycled clamshells, specifically 
designed to remove foul odors from onsite wastewater treatment 
systems, was highlighted at the 2014 Pumper & Cleaner 

Environmental Expo International.
Compact Mónafil, presented by Anua, is a zero-energy biofiltration 

system utilizing biological media for the removal of noxious odors. Odorous 
gases are passively ventilated through vent holes in the Compact Mónafil 
module lid. The airstream flows through the recycled seashells, which 
provide pH control, and then through the granular high-density peat media. 
Beneficial bacteria reside on the media, which provides optimal treatment 
through high porosity, water retention, high cation exchange capacity and a 
high buffering capacity. It’s based on technology successfully used for years 
in odor control applications.

“Mónafil technology has actually been on the market for almost 20 
years in large, industrial applications,” says Colin Bishop, Anua’s North 
American Environmental Director. “Our Compact Mónafil, based on the 
larger version, was launched as a new product last November.”

 
ONSITE APPLICATIONS

Odor control is a concern for owners and operators of onsite wastewater 
treatment systems, small wastewater treatment plants, manholes or sewage 
lift stations. Hydrogen sulfide and many VOCs create odors, are corrosive, 
cause air pollution and, if left untreated, can be detrimental to health. 
Mónafil provides odor treatment across a broad range of odor-producing 
compounds, long media life, no power requirements, prepackaged modules 
for easy installation, and built-in pH control and a condensate drainage 
system. According to Bishop, it can achieve greater than 99 percent removal 
of H2S and greater than 95 percent OU per cubic meter, depending on the 
application. The media can also be graded at the time of replacement, and 
can be recycled or reused.

It is suitable for a variety of applications, including convenience stores, 
restaurants, apartment complexes, hotels, RV parks and campgrounds, 
mobile home parks, schools, nursing homes, and other residential, 
commercial or high-strength waste projects. Bishop says development of air 
purification products goes hand-in-hand with Anua’s core onsite wastewater 
treatment product line.

“We actually segment our business as clean water and clean air, although 
there is overlap,” he says. “Compact Mónafil was developed with small 
commercial wastewater systems or lift stations in mind. Our customers in 
that sector asked for it. We value those relationships and want to be a 
resource for our customers.”

 

WWETT PROVIDES 
TARGET AUDIENCE

Bishop says the 2014 Expo, attended 
by thousands of onsite installers, was the 
ideal platform to roll out the new product. “The response was all very 
positive,” he says. “Obviously a product using Irish peat and recycled 
clamshells is sure to pique interest. The Expo is a great audience for an odor 
control product, and it was very well-received. We were able to generate a lot 
of solid leads.”

Anua has exhibited at the Expo, now known as the Water & Wastewater 
Equipment, Treatment & Transport Show (WWETT), for more than a 
decade. The company typically tries to roll out at least one new industry 
innovation at every show.

“Two years ago we launched our Platinum SAF treatment unit, which 
was very well-received,” says Bishop. “We are working on some partnerships, 
so we hope to be launching some new products next year. The show brings 
together many different segments of the clean water and clean air markets, 
and is a great national draw as well.” 800/787-2356; www.anua-us.com. O

spotlight

A

ABOVE: Anua’s Compact Mónafil utilizes 
recycled clamshells to provide pH control and 
granular high-density peat media with bacteria 
to neutralize odors. RIGHT: Charles Ray, 
center, Anua’s Manager - Environmental North 
America, discusses the Compact Mónafil odor 
control system with Pumper & Cleaner Expo 
attendees. (Photos courtesy of Anua)

Anua’s Compact Mónafil Utilizes 
Natural Peat and Clamshells to Control Odor
By Craig Mandli
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recycled clamshells to provide pH control and 
granular high-density peat media with bacteria 
to neutralize odors. RIGHT: Charles Ray, 
center, Anua’s Manager - Environmental North 
America, discusses the Compact Mónafil odor 
control system with Pumper & Cleaner Expo 
attendees. (Photos courtesy of Anua)

Anua’s Compact Mónafil Utilizes 
Natural Peat and Clamshells to Control Odor
By Craig Mandli
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From the Washing Machine 
to the Flower Garden

trying out other options, and if there were to be 
some failure of the system, water would flow by 
gravity into the city sewer. 

There are two tanks, each 225 gallons. One 
serves as a settling tank and overflows into the 
second, which is a dosing tank. The first system, 
which went in about four years ago, incorporates a 
bristle filter. The second uses a Tuf-Tite EF-4 filter. 
Using different filters is part of the experiment. 
McCreanor suspects the characteristics of solids in 
graywater are different, and lint in particular will 
settle less readily than solids in blackwater. 

One concern is to keep the graywater moving 
because if it sits too long it turns septic. It needs to 

ABOVE: For the first Mercer University project, drip trenches 
were dug first and not filled until the connections and every 
other aspect worked. This system was the senior design 
project for Kristina Deer, center. Sarah Dorminy, left, helps 
lay tubing, while Micah Esmond works in the background. 

BELOW: Student Lexington Belyeu guides the Vermeer 
trencher through heavy Georgia soil.

few years ago, Georgia residents were suffering through one of the 
worst droughts in the state’s history. The reaction from Mercer 
University students, Habitat for Humanity, and the state may change 

Georgia’s water rules and create a new service for companies that build and 
maintain decentralized wastewater systems. 

The response from Mercer, in Macon, Ga., was to look for effective 
systems to recycle graywater, the slightly dirtied water that has been used to 
wash dishes, clothes or faces in a home. Students were interested in the 
topic, says Philip McCreanor, an associate professor of engineering and 
director of the Mercer engineering honors program. At the same time, the 
local Habitat for Humanity chapter was open to the idea, and it had homes 
ready for construction during the academic year so students could design 
the systems and help with the installation. 

In the Habitat houses, a collection of tanks, pumps and distribution 
pipes bring much-needed irrigation to lawns and landscapes. For McCreanor 
and the State of Georgia, this is an experiment to see what types of graywater 
recycling concepts work.

 
GETTING STARTED

It helped that Habitat was doing new construction. McCreanor’s 

students could design a graywater system without the complications of fitting 
it into an existing house. The complication they did face was creating a system 
both permanent and impermanent. “We had to build something that was 
permanent enough to last forever, but on the flip side it had to be removable 
so if we decided the experiment was not going the way we want, we could take 
it out without serious changes to the structure,” McCreanor says. 

One of the experimental systems was installed about four years ago. The 
second went in during the spring of 2013. All graywater coming out of the 
homes is routed into above-ground tanks. These are easy to change for 

specialreport

From the Washing Machine 
to the Flower Garden
Graywater reuse projects in drought-stricken Georgia could help conserve a precious 
resource and identify a new installation service for septic system contractors
By David Steinkraus
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“We had to build something that was permanent 
enough to last forever, but on the flip side it had to 
be removable so if we decided the experiment 
was not going the way we want, we could take it 
out without serious changes to the structure.”
Philip McCreanor

Students finish the drip system at the 
second Mercer University graywater 
project. Davis Lacey, left, puts in an 
irrigation control box. Each zone has 
one so researchers can measure the 
pressure and drip rate for the 
experimental system. Working with 
Lacey is Laura Lopez Sosa. (Photos 
courtesy of Philip McCreanor)
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sit more than a day but less than a week to promote 
settling but avoid the onset of anaerobic 
decomposition. The dosing tank is a demand 
system. A timed-dose system could be filled 
beyond capacity if residents did several loads of 
laundry before the dosing pump came on, 
McCreanor says. 

From the dosing tank, water goes into standard 
drip tubing, 800 to 1,000 feet of Geoflow. The 
amount of tubing was calculated with standard 
numbers that assume usage of so much water per 
person per day from a house of a certain size. At 
this point it looks like the systems are oversized by 
50 to 75 percent, McCreanor says. A five-bedroom, 
seven-occupant property has a low-flow washing 
machine that puts out only about 10 gallons of 
water per load instead of the approximately 50 that 
is typical. 

The dripline is set up for a constant forward flush to scour solids from 
the tubing. This required only a slightly larger pump and saved money by 
eliminating the solenoid valves and controller required for a timed back-
flush, McCreanor says.

At the outset, the design team did consider reusing the graywater inside 
the homes, he says, but they abandoned the idea because of the cost of 
putting graywater and potable water supply lines next to each other. If 
graywater were to be used for flushing toilets, a potable supply line would 
be required in case the graywater reserve was depleted. That means a level-
control system and a back-flow preventer for starters. Recycling graywater 
for laundry would create an issue of clothes picking up scent from lint. 
Utilizing the graywater for landscape irrigation eliminated such concerns.

 
CHANGING USAGE RULES

When the State of Georgia granted McCreanor permission to run 
experiments, it was looking for results to inform its rule making, says Chris 
Kumnick, program director for land use in the state Department of Public 
Health. Alterations suggested by McCreanor’s work may be quickly 
incorporated into Georgia’s Manual for On-site Sewage Management 
Systems. The Legislature left that responsibility with the department and its 
15-member technical review committee composed of three state regulators 
and various outside professionals, such as a developer, an installer, an 
engineer, an environmental health specialist and a soil scientist. 

There are already rules for graywater reuse, but the severe drought and 
concerns about the effects of climate variability are causing people to 

The second graywater system installed by the Mercer 
University project team includes a sump tank that 
collects water from the home and discharges to the 
treatment tank through a pipe that was installed after 
this photo was taken. The tanks were placed beyond 
the dripline from the roof, and a rock bed behind them 
prevents soil erosion.

At the first Mercer University project, students Brandon 
Cavendish, far left, and Sarah Dorminy, right, check 
the length of trenches for the graywater dripline. Kellin 
Bershinsky, with shovel, works on the dripfield, and 
Philip McCreanor operates a Vermeer trencher.

rethink those, Kumnick says. 
The manual currently allows a 
single-compartment, 500-gal-
lon tank minimum for graywa-
ter, and while subsurface drip 
irrigation is allowed, water 
used for that purpose must be 
aerobically treated. 

“So Phil was looking at the 
rules and questioning them,” 
Kumnick says. “He wanted to 

put a system in the ground and play with it. What happens when you mod-
ify the minimum tank size? What happens when you modify the treatment? 
So he’s trying different things to maybe reduce the cost and get the  
same performance.” 

Some manufacturers have wanted experimental approval for products 
but have objected to the amount of information they must accumulate and 
the amount of time needed to do that, Kumnick says. But Georgia has 
geology that varies from mountainous to ocean beach, and an experimental 
system running in one region for a few months will not provide enough 
information to predict its effectiveness when used across the state and 
justify a change in the rules, he says. Another benefit of McCreanor’s project 
is its survey of the actual user activity, he says, for example how often they 
clean a washing machine filter. 

McCreanor challenged the assumptions in the current rules, and 
Kumnick says that’s good because the state does not have the manpower or 
time to review everything. “We encourage people to bring up this or that 
sentence. If someone really isn’t challenging or pushing, we’re not looking 
into it.”

 
ONSITE INDUSTRY POTENTIAL

For customers, the benefits of McCreanor’s work may come in the form 
of a more economical and intelligent way to manage water. 

Under current rules, graywater systems are not cost-effective for single-
family homes, says Matt Vinson, who owns Vinson Septic Solutions, and 
who installed the Aquaworx Intelligent Pump Controller panel that runs 
one of McCreanor’s graywater systems. For larger structures – multifamily 
homes, commercial buildings – reuse is economical and seems to be gaining 
in popularity, Vinson says.

Dart Kendall, who owns Advanced Septic in Acworth, Ga., and donated 
the Geoflow tubing for McCreanor’s project, sees great potential in graywater 
reuse systems. This is a technology installers should get behind, he says, 
because drip irrigation provides much better water use. Installers should 
also become involved with regulators now to make sure rules are well-
written and to avoid the greater trouble of trying to revise them later. 

Kendall envisions great possibilities for onsite installers to promote 
graywater systems to complement decentralized wastewater treatment 
systems and public sewers, essentially finding far broader markets for their 
services and help conserve reuse of a precious resource.

As McCreanor’s work in a sewered area demonstrates, Kendall says, 
“There’s a potential for septic tank guys to turn right around and go back 
into the areas we lost to sewers.” O

Philip McCreanor, associate 
professor at Mercer University 
installs one of the corner 
connections of a dripline at a 
Habitat for Humanity house in 
Macon, Ga.
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basictraining Jim Anderson, Ph.D., and David Gustafson, P.E., 
are connected with the University of Minnesota 
onsite wastewater treatment education program. 
David is extension onsite sewage treatment 
educator. Jim is former director of the university’s 
Water Resources Center and is now an emeritus 
professor, as well as education program 
coordinator for the National Association of 
Wastewater Technicians. Readers are welcome 
to submit questions or article suggestions to Jim 
and David. Write to ander045@umn.edu.

his is the last in a series of stories highlighting design principles that 
will help properly maintained onsite systems last indefinitely.

Knowing the type of soil at a system installation site is an absolute 
must. We are always nervous when we hear statements like: “I do not need 
to know soils; I just need to be able to follow the plan from the designer.” 
These comments usually come in situations where the designer and the site 
evaluator are different people. 
Upon further questioning, we 
typically find the site evaluator 
gives the information to the 
designer and the designer has 
never visited the site. This can 
lead to a misinterpretation of the 
soil information, and consequently to a bad design decision. In fact, the 
majority of the design mistakes we see involve the initial interpretation of 
soil characteristics. 

There are tools to help with soil decisions, but there is no substitute for 
being on the site and observing the soil and landscape characteristics. 
Useful site information can be obtained through the web soil survey. The 
National Resources Conservation Service website provides information on 
soil characteristics for a given area. This is good preliminary knowledge to 
have before any borings or pits are opened to investigate the soil 
characteristics. This can help identify features that may be encountered at 
the installation site.

 
IDENTIFYING FEATURES

Features any site evaluator, installer and designer should be able to 
identify are soil structure, texture and color as it relates to saturated soil 
conditions, as well as the presence of dense or other limiting conditions. 
Installers are the last line of defense in the process; so if you see something 
that doesn’t conform to the evaluation when excavating for sewage tanks, 
supply lines, etc., it’s time to go back to the designer/site evaluator to see if 
this impacts the design.

There are three parts to knowing the delivery. The first is how the 
sewage moves from the house to the septic tank. Is there enough fall so this 
can be done by gravity or will a sewage ejector pump be needed to lift the 
sewage up from the basement or lower level? This can have an impact on the 
necessary tank capacity.

Second, where does the effluent go next? Is more treatment necessary, 
or is the effluent simply moved to the soil treatment part of the system? Is a 
pump necessary to move the effluent to any additional components? If 
effluent is moved by gravity, again, is there enough fall available while 
maintaining the required separation distances? Will effluent be pumped to 
a pressure distribution system or to a gravity-fed series of trenches? Answers 

to these questions will have a bearing on the size of the pump if one  
is needed. 

Third, how is the effluent distributed to the soil for infiltration? If by 
pressure or gravity, there will be specific piping and placement requirements.

In all three of these areas, specific sizes, strengths and types of piping 
will be required. The design will specify how the pipes are handled and 
laid, as well as proper bedding materials for the project.

 
CONSIDER LONGEVITY

If we expect our systems to last indefinitely with proper care, we need 
to factor that longevity into the design and installation from the start. The 
designer and installer need to know and understand the unique maintenance 
requirements of the technology used. Systems need to be designed with 
convenient maintenance in mind. System components must be accessible.

Examples are risers to the surface so tanks can be accessed and cleaned 
at regular intervals; clean-outs provided outside the house in the house 
sewer line; pumps easily accessible for removal and repair – installed with 
quick-disconnect fittings to allow removal without taking the floats out at 
the same time. For media filters and ATUs, both the designer and installer 
need to be aware of the maintenance requirements. In some cases regular 
testing of the effluent will be required.

Both professionals should know expected frequencies of maintenance 
for the different technologies. For example, pressure distribution laterals 
with 1/4-inch diameter perforations are cleaned every three years while 
ones with smaller perforations are cleaned every year.

T

The Installer’s 
Creed: Be Prepared
Understanding design and maintenance principles will help ensure the 
highest-functioning and longest-lasting onsite system goes in the ground
By Jim Anderson and David Gustafson

The homeowners need to be a part of this discussion. Provide them with maintenance 
requirements specific to their system. Explain how and when it should be 
performed and outline the associated costs involved with caring for the system.

Finally, the homeowners need to be a part of this discussion. Provide 
them with maintenance requirements specific to their system. Explain how 
and when it should be performed and outline the associated costs involved 
with caring for the system. We have long been supporters of providing 
homeowners with an operation manual specific to their system. 

There is so much more we could talk about relative to design and we will 
revisit design-specific issues in the future. O 

Have a story idea?
Email us at editor@onsiteinstaller.com
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or is the effluent simply moved to the soil treatment part of the system? Is a 
pump necessary to move the effluent to any additional components? If 
effluent is moved by gravity, again, is there enough fall available while 
maintaining the required separation distances? Will effluent be pumped to 
a pressure distribution system or to a gravity-fed series of trenches? Answers 

to these questions will have a bearing on the size of the pump if one  
is needed. 

Third, how is the effluent distributed to the soil for infiltration? If by 
pressure or gravity, there will be specific piping and placement requirements.

In all three of these areas, specific sizes, strengths and types of piping 
will be required. The design will specify how the pipes are handled and 
laid, as well as proper bedding materials for the project.

 
CONSIDER LONGEVITY

If we expect our systems to last indefinitely with proper care, we need 
to factor that longevity into the design and installation from the start. The 
designer and installer need to know and understand the unique maintenance 
requirements of the technology used. Systems need to be designed with 
convenient maintenance in mind. System components must be accessible.

Examples are risers to the surface so tanks can be accessed and cleaned 
at regular intervals; clean-outs provided outside the house in the house 
sewer line; pumps easily accessible for removal and repair – installed with 
quick-disconnect fittings to allow removal without taking the floats out at 
the same time. For media filters and ATUs, both the designer and installer 
need to be aware of the maintenance requirements. In some cases regular 
testing of the effluent will be required.

Both professionals should know expected frequencies of maintenance 
for the different technologies. For example, pressure distribution laterals 
with 1/4-inch diameter perforations are cleaned every three years while 
ones with smaller perforations are cleaned every year.
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The homeowners need to be a part of this discussion. Provide them with maintenance 
requirements specific to their system. Explain how and when it should be 
performed and outline the associated costs involved with caring for the system.

Finally, the homeowners need to be a part of this discussion. Provide 
them with maintenance requirements specific to their system. Explain how 
and when it should be performed and outline the associated costs involved 
with caring for the system. We have long been supporters of providing 
homeowners with an operation manual specific to their system. 

There is so much more we could talk about relative to design and we will 
revisit design-specific issues in the future. O 
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A Tight Fit

by the property of another business. About a third 
of the site is covered by the building, and the rest is 
used for parking, except for a section of not much 
more than 20 by 120 feet where the new tanks and 
drainfield would just fit.

Because the capacity of the new system was 
beyond a legal threshold, the Nesenmans couldn’t 
do the design work themselves. So they teamed with 
engineer Ernesto Santana. 

Then the meetings began. Because of the 
constrained space, it looked at first as if the system 
would have to be some sort of limited-loading 
arrangement that would be difficult to install. But in 
a series of meetings with county officials, the 
Nesenmans and Santana developed the concept of 
using a standard drainfield but splitting it in two 
sections with alternate dosing. After six months of 
discussions, the county agreed to the solution and 
issued a permit. Installation was set for February 
during southern Florida’s dry season.

 
THE SYSTEM

Although two businesses occupy the building, 
they are not large water users and they don’t produce 
challenging effluent. One is a check-cashing 
business. The other sells hair and beauty products 

“You may have a lot of coral rock 
to dig through. A block south of 
that the land could be swampy, 
and you have to de-muck 
the whole area.”
Brittnie Nesenman

OPPOSITE PAGE: With existing soil excavated, the lines of 
Infiltrator chambers were laid down behind the AS Ventures 
building in Miami. You can see how restricted the site was. 

ABOVE: A panoramic photo shows the entire confined job 
site at AS Ventures. There is a slight distortion of the scene. 
There is a distance of 36 feet from the building wall to the 
property fence. (Photos courtesy of Jason Nesenman)

t’s common for a property in metropolitan Miami to have a septic system, 
says Brittnie Nesenman, who with her husband Jason co-owns Jason’s 
Septic Inc., Miami. Because the municipal wastewater plant has limited 

capacity, about 70 percent of Miami-Dade County utilizes septic systems, 
including urban areas where you would expect to find municipal sewer. It’s 
not uncommon for property owners to be on a waiting list for a couple of 
years before they are allowed to connect to the big pipe. 

Jason’s Septic was first asked to inspect and certify the existing onsite 
system in an older building owned by AS Ventures. The company had 
owned the structure for a while and planned to divide it into two retail 
spaces. Jason’s Septic did the inspection, but the system didn’t meet code. 
Its capacity was too small, and the drainfield had been covered with asphalt. 
The owner hired the Nesenmans to install a proper system.

 
THE PROPERTY

The site is a corner lot at a major intersection and is tightly surrounded 

systemprofile

A Tight Fit
Jason’s Septic wedges dual dosed drainfields and a pair of traffic-rated concrete tanks 
onto a narrow strip of urban Miami real estate, putting two retail shops back in business
By David Steinkraus

I SYSTEM PROFILE
Location: Miami, Fla.

Facility served: AS Ventures

Designer: Ernesto Santana, P.E.

Type of system: 2 septic tanks with pump system to drainfield  
 with Infiltrator chambers

Site conditions:  Sand and oolitic limestone

Hydraulic capacity:  845 gpd
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and wigs, but it does sales only. No 
dyes or other chemicals go down 
the drains. Wastewater comes from 
restrooms for employees. 

From the building, wastewater 
flows through a 4-inch pipe into a 1,900-gallon concrete tank. This functions 
as a standard septic tank. Water then flows by gravity through a 3-inch pipe 
into the second tank, a 1,050-gallon concrete model set in line with the first 
and used for dosing the drainfield. Both tanks came from Sebring Precast 
Products in Sebring, Fla. A pair of Goulds pumps, controlled by a Goulds 
CSI Duplex panel with alarm and four floats, feed water to the drainfield 
through a Zoeller 2-inch Tri-Check valve. 

The two sections of drainfield are each 529 square feet and consist of 
six, 66-foot-long runs of Infiltrator chambers on top of 42 inches of sand. 
The long edges of the drainfield are set back about 8 feet from the rear 
property line and about 8 feet from the building wall. 

Both tanks have traffic-rated concrete above them and access is through 
traffic-rated manholes.

INSTALLATION
The Miami area can provide challenges for installers, Brittnie says. “You 

may have a lot of coral rock to dig through. A block south of that the land 
could be swampy, and you have to de-muck the whole area.” This site had 
sand on top of limestone formed in small beads. 

Other features of the site posed a challenge. It was a relatively tight space. 
The septic tank wall was 8 feet 9 inches from the property line, and its 
opposite wall was 5 feet 10 inches from the wall of the AS Ventures building. 
The second tank was also 8 feet 9 inches from the property line, and a few feet 
to its rear was the wall of an existing building, and next to that, on the AS 
Ventures property, was a utility pole. In the back corner of the property, about 
9 feet from the dosing tank, is an enclosure for a trash bin. Trucks serving the 
bin drive over the tanks to reach it. 

Jason worked around the space problem with careful scheduling. First the 
old tanks came out, but he left the paving in place over the old drainfield. This 
provided a solid base of support for a small crane truck to ease in behind the 
building and set the new concrete tanks into place. 

Then Jason cut up the asphalt over the old drainfield and had it hauled 
away. What they found underneath was a surprise. “It was like virgin ground 

when they put that original system in sometime during the 1950s. The 
drainfield consisted of about 10 square feet of terra cotta tubes, and it was 
working perfectly,” Brittnie says. 

The existing soil was next to come out, and that was replaced with the 42 
inches of sand for good drainage. When the system was complete and the 
drainfield covered, the building owner hired another company to plant grass. 

It was the people of the 
surrounding area of Miami Gardens 
that were also a challenge. “If you 
Google Miami Gardens you’ll find 
the crime rate is crazy high,” Brittnie 
says. During the day workers were 
perfectly safe, but it could have been 
trouble if they stayed past sundown. 
As a result the crew didn’t work past 
5 p.m., and when they cleared the 
site they really cleared the site. All 
material went back to the shop with 
them including the backhoe. 

Overall the project went very 
well, Brittnie says. As a result, two 
businesses in the heart of the city 
are up to code with a modern 
wastewater system that saves the 
property owner from getting on that 
municipal sewer waiting list. O

MORE INFO:
Goulds Water Technology 
- a xylem brand
866/325-4210
www.goulds.com

Infiltrator Systems, Inc.
800/221-4436
www.infiltratorsystems.com
(See ad page 3)

Sebring Precast 
Products, Inc.
800/869-0503
www.sebringprecast.com

Zoeller Company
800/928-7867
www.zoeller.com

RIGHT: A look inside the dosing tank 
shows the four floats and one of the two 
Goulds pumps sending wastewater to the 
nearby drainfield.

FAR RIGHT: These two Sebring Precast 
Products tanks provide wastewater treat-
ment. The tank in the background acts as 
a septic tank, while the one in the fore-
ground is a dosing tank for the drainfield. 
Both are covered with traffic-rated con-
crete because this area is an access route 
for trucks servicing trash bins at the rear 
of the property.

“It was like virgin ground when they put that 
original system in sometime during the 1950s. 
The drainfield consisted of about 10 square 
feet of terra cotta tubes, and it 
was working perfectly.”
Brittnie Nesenman
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IFS Panels with C-Level™ Sensor
C-Level™ sensor detects the liquid 
level in the tank and sends a signal 
to the IFS panel. Pump activation and 
alarm levels are adjusted on the panel 
touch pad, eliminating the need to go 
into the tank. One C-Level™ sensor 
simulates up to four (fl oat) levels.

Tank Alert® EZ Alarm System
This new alarm is all about making 
installations easier!  It features an in-
novative enclosure which integrates 
the red LED beacon, external mount-
ing tabs for quick installation and a 
removable cover which allows greater 
access for easier fi eld wiring.

Panel Mounting Post & Kits
Check out our new panel mounting 
post, riser mounting kit, simplex and 
duplex installation kits which provide 
easy installation of control panels!  The 
post features a removable access door 
for easy wiring and accommodates 
panel enclosures up to 14x12x6”.

onsite CONTROLS
No matter the application, we’ve got you covered, 
from fl oat switches to event monitoring control 
panels, and everything in between.  Now backed 
by our industry-leading fi ve-year limited warranty! 

www.sjerhombus.com
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hen is the last time you checked the drive belt in your trucks or 
machinery for signs of wear? And what should you look for?

If your vehicle is less than 20 years old, it likely is equipped 
with an EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) synthetic rubber belt. 
Mark Lein, project development engineer at Goodyear Engineered Products, 
says EPDM belts were installed by original equipment manufacturers in the 
late 1990s and introduced to the replacement market in 2002. 

Prior to that, most vehicles had neoprene belts. Neoprene had a life 
expectancy of approximately 50,000 to 60,000 miles. They also cracked 
and lost chunks of rubber as they wore.

CRACKS ARE RARE
Old-timers might recall the “three cracks in 3 inches” rule-of-thumb for 

replacing such belts. If you have a neoprene belt on your equipment, be sure 
to check it regularly for signs of wear, as well as for grease and oil that can 
reduce service life. 

The advantage EPDM belts have over neoprene is they rarely crack, even 
after 100,000 miles. As EPDM belts age, they gradually lose rubber – like 
tires on your truck. “With neoprene, you typically had cracks before that 
happened,” Lein says. “Now the belt actually is wearing away.” 

Loss of belt rubber can cause noise and vibration, often signs of a more 
serious problem. 

“If the belt’s worn, if it’s 
making noise, there’s something 
wrong with the drive,” Lein 
says. “Typically a worn belt is 
slipping. That either means the 
belt has run its course or you’ve 
got misalignment issues; you’ve 
got an idler bearing going out or 
a tensioner bearing going out or 
some other bearing going out on 
the drive.” 

Lein says the main cause of 
belt failure is improper tension. 
“If anything needs to be taught 
to the individual installer and 
even the shops, it’s that proper 
manufacturer tension is recom-
mended,” he says. “And when 
you ignore that, you have issues. 
Proper installation is critical on 
any belt application.” 

shoptalk

W

(continued)

Rising Standards For Belt Wear
With more resilient materials and grippier designs, your truck and machinery drive belts are lasting 
longer and performing better. But they still require routine inspection and replacement
By Ed Wodalski

Today’s serpentine drive belts are 
made of EPDM synthetic rubber that 
wears much like a truck tire. (Photo by 
Ed Wodalski)
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hen is the last time you checked the drive belt in your trucks or 
machinery for signs of wear? And what should you look for?

If your vehicle is less than 20 years old, it likely is equipped 
with an EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer) synthetic rubber belt. 
Mark Lein, project development engineer at Goodyear Engineered Products, 
says EPDM belts were installed by original equipment manufacturers in the 
late 1990s and introduced to the replacement market in 2002. 

Prior to that, most vehicles had neoprene belts. Neoprene had a life 
expectancy of approximately 50,000 to 60,000 miles. They also cracked 
and lost chunks of rubber as they wore.

CRACKS ARE RARE
Old-timers might recall the “three cracks in 3 inches” rule-of-thumb for 

replacing such belts. If you have a neoprene belt on your equipment, be sure 
to check it regularly for signs of wear, as well as for grease and oil that can 
reduce service life. 

The advantage EPDM belts have over neoprene is they rarely crack, even 
after 100,000 miles. As EPDM belts age, they gradually lose rubber – like 
tires on your truck. “With neoprene, you typically had cracks before that 
happened,” Lein says. “Now the belt actually is wearing away.” 

Loss of belt rubber can cause noise and vibration, often signs of a more 
serious problem. 

“If the belt’s worn, if it’s 
making noise, there’s something 
wrong with the drive,” Lein 
says. “Typically a worn belt is 
slipping. That either means the 
belt has run its course or you’ve 
got misalignment issues; you’ve 
got an idler bearing going out or 
a tensioner bearing going out or 
some other bearing going out on 
the drive.” 

Lein says the main cause of 
belt failure is improper tension. 
“If anything needs to be taught 
to the individual installer and 
even the shops, it’s that proper 
manufacturer tension is recom-
mended,” he says. “And when 
you ignore that, you have issues. 
Proper installation is critical on 
any belt application.” 
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Rising Standards For Belt Wear
With more resilient materials and grippier designs, your truck and machinery drive belts are lasting 
longer and performing better. But they still require routine inspection and replacement
By Ed Wodalski

Today’s serpentine drive belts are 
made of EPDM synthetic rubber that 
wears much like a truck tire. (Photo by 
Ed Wodalski)
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James McGarity, ABDS product manager at Gates Corp., recommends 
checking belts for wear whenever you do repairs, especially after 60,000 
miles for on-road vehicles. “The actual O.E. manuals state to start checking 
at 30,000 miles,” he says. “But if you’re working and have it off, it’s best to 
check to make sure you have the correct amount of material so you’re getting 
traction on the grooves of the belt.”

 
REGULAR CHECKUPS

A good time to evaluate belt wear is when your vehicle is in the shop 
having the water pump, alternator or other component repaired, especially if 
the vehicle is up in age. The average price for a Gates EPDM belt is $63, while 
a new belt and labor can run $80 or $90. 

McGarity says as little as 5 percent of material wear can cause loss of 
tension, affecting the overall performance of components and lead to failure. 
Be sure to follow your operator’s manual for off-road equipment. John Deere 
recommends checking belt tension every 50 hours. 

The easiest way to check for material loss is to use a gauge that fits 
between the ribs of the belt. Manufacturers Gates and Goodyear offer such 
hand-held devices that can be used with the belt on or off the engine. 

The Gates Belt Wear Gauge has a “pin” or strip of plastic that sits above 
the ribs on a good belt. A finger hole at the end of the gauge enables the user 
to place the pin into a straight section of the belt and feel if it’s above or below 

the rib. The gauge can also be used to check individual ribs. Changes in 
depth indicate misalignment or other problems. 

Gates also offers a free PIC Gauge app that takes a picture of the grooves 
and evaluates the belt – green is good. 

Goodyear’s GatorGauge by Veyance Technologies offers three ways to 
inspect belts for wear. The first method works much like the Gates gauge. At 
the lower right are four small pins that fit into the grooves of the belt. Light 
between the gauge and the valley of the belt indicates the belt is in good 
condition. No light means the belt is worn and replacement is recommended. 

A 2-inch window in the GatorGauge is designed for measuring rib wear. 
If two or more cracks appear in the window, it might be time to replace the 
belt. Other signs of wear include two cracks side by side in the same rib, belt 
chunking and cracks along the width of the belt. 

A third measure of belt wear uses the slotted thickness indicator at  
the top left of the GatorGauge. If the belt slides into the slot, it’s time for 
replacement.

 
MISALIGNMENT A FACTOR?

Another way to tell if your belt needs replacing is visual inspection. Larry 
Gorski, a technician with Mid-State International Trucks of Wisconsin in 
Wausau, Wis., says he looks for pieces of missing rubber and abrasion. “If it 
gets off the pulley it will fray one of the edges,” he says. 

Misalignment typically indicates internal components of the tensioner 
have failed and the assembly needs to be replaced.

Belt tensioning systems are most often used on vehicles with a single 
serpentine belt. Since 2004, manufacturers have been designing self-
tensioning EPDM belts for select vehicles. 

Stretch Fit (Gates) and Stretch Belts (Goodyear) maintain constant belt 
tension without a mechanical tensioner. Tensile cord inside the EPDM belt is 
designed to elongate and stretch. Once installed, the belt recovers its shape 
to maintain proper tension. Self-tensioning belts are slightly shorter than 
standard EPDM belts and cannot be interchanged. Self-tensioning belts also 
should not be reused. O

“Typically a worn belt is slipping. That either means 
the belt has run its course or you’ve got misalignment 
issues; you’ve got an idler bearing going out or a 
tensioner bearing going out or some other 
bearing going out on the drive.”
Mark Lein

Rising Standards For Belt Wear

ABOVE: The GatorGauge tool offers three ways to inspect for belt wear. (Photo 
courtesy Veyance Technologies)  

RIGHT: Properly performing belts should be free of abrasion. (Photo by Ed 
Wodalski)
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James McGarity, ABDS product manager at Gates Corp., recommends 
checking belts for wear whenever you do repairs, especially after 60,000 
miles for on-road vehicles. “The actual O.E. manuals state to start checking 
at 30,000 miles,” he says. “But if you’re working and have it off, it’s best to 
check to make sure you have the correct amount of material so you’re getting 
traction on the grooves of the belt.”

 
REGULAR CHECKUPS

A good time to evaluate belt wear is when your vehicle is in the shop 
having the water pump, alternator or other component repaired, especially if 
the vehicle is up in age. The average price for a Gates EPDM belt is $63, while 
a new belt and labor can run $80 or $90. 

McGarity says as little as 5 percent of material wear can cause loss of 
tension, affecting the overall performance of components and lead to failure. 
Be sure to follow your operator’s manual for off-road equipment. John Deere 
recommends checking belt tension every 50 hours. 

The easiest way to check for material loss is to use a gauge that fits 
between the ribs of the belt. Manufacturers Gates and Goodyear offer such 
hand-held devices that can be used with the belt on or off the engine. 

The Gates Belt Wear Gauge has a “pin” or strip of plastic that sits above 
the ribs on a good belt. A finger hole at the end of the gauge enables the user 
to place the pin into a straight section of the belt and feel if it’s above or below 

the rib. The gauge can also be used to check individual ribs. Changes in 
depth indicate misalignment or other problems. 

Gates also offers a free PIC Gauge app that takes a picture of the grooves 
and evaluates the belt – green is good. 

Goodyear’s GatorGauge by Veyance Technologies offers three ways to 
inspect belts for wear. The first method works much like the Gates gauge. At 
the lower right are four small pins that fit into the grooves of the belt. Light 
between the gauge and the valley of the belt indicates the belt is in good 
condition. No light means the belt is worn and replacement is recommended. 

A 2-inch window in the GatorGauge is designed for measuring rib wear. 
If two or more cracks appear in the window, it might be time to replace the 
belt. Other signs of wear include two cracks side by side in the same rib, belt 
chunking and cracks along the width of the belt. 

A third measure of belt wear uses the slotted thickness indicator at  
the top left of the GatorGauge. If the belt slides into the slot, it’s time for 
replacement.

 
MISALIGNMENT A FACTOR?

Another way to tell if your belt needs replacing is visual inspection. Larry 
Gorski, a technician with Mid-State International Trucks of Wisconsin in 
Wausau, Wis., says he looks for pieces of missing rubber and abrasion. “If it 
gets off the pulley it will fray one of the edges,” he says. 

Misalignment typically indicates internal components of the tensioner 
have failed and the assembly needs to be replaced.

Belt tensioning systems are most often used on vehicles with a single 
serpentine belt. Since 2004, manufacturers have been designing self-
tensioning EPDM belts for select vehicles. 

Stretch Fit (Gates) and Stretch Belts (Goodyear) maintain constant belt 
tension without a mechanical tensioner. Tensile cord inside the EPDM belt is 
designed to elongate and stretch. Once installed, the belt recovers its shape 
to maintain proper tension. Self-tensioning belts are slightly shorter than 
standard EPDM belts and cannot be interchanged. Self-tensioning belts also 
should not be reused. O

“Typically a worn belt is slipping. That either means 
the belt has run its course or you’ve got misalignment 
issues; you’ve got an idler bearing going out or a 
tensioner bearing going out or some other 
bearing going out on the drive.”
Mark Lein

Rising Standards For Belt Wear

ABOVE: The GatorGauge tool offers three ways to inspect for belt wear. (Photo 
courtesy Veyance Technologies)  

RIGHT: Properly performing belts should be free of abrasion. (Photo by Ed 
Wodalski)
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umpers in the Matanuska-Susitna Borough of Alaska don’t have a 
local disposal site for septage. Every day, they have to ship 50,000 gal-
lons of septage to the Anchorage Point Woronzof treatment plant. The 

plant already operates under an exemption from the Clean Water Act allow-
ing it to discharge effluent with much less treatment required than at most 
wastewater plants. Officials expect the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency to pressure the city to limit how much waste it accepts from  
outside the area, which also includes around 1.5 million gallons of  
landfill leachate. 

Of the 96,000 residents of what is called Mat-Su, about 80,000 use 
septics and the population is growing. Two existing treatment plants in the 
borough can’t accept septage because they are already operating with permit 
exemptions due to high levels of ammonia and nitrates. Mat-Su officials 
have been studying the matter for years and estimate a regional wastewater 
plant will cost nearly $18 million. Even if approved, the plant couldn’t 
operate until 2019. 

The study shows that pumpers and haulers travel 500,000 miles a year 
to dispose of septage in Anchorage — with one saying he makes up to five 
trips a day.

 
FLORIDA

An effort to delay a ban on the land application of septage failed to clear 
the Florida Legislature in the past session. If something isn’t done next year, 
the ban will become effective in 2016. According to the Florida Department 
of Health, about 40 percent of the state’s septic tank waste is spread on 92 
permitted sites. 

The ban is expected to double the average $250 cost of pumping a septic 

tank. The Florida Onsite Wastewater Association, and others, had sought a 
one-year delay so the state could study disposal options and the 
environmental effects of land spreading, and wants to repeal the ban 
outright. Even though the legislation failed, the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection says it will begin the requested study this fall. 

The bill delaying the ban passed the Senate on a 37-1 vote on the last 
day of the session. But a companion bill in the House was never brought up 
for a vote. One legislator said many urban lawmakers don’t understand the 
significance of the bill and how much rural counties depend on land 
spreading. Many wastewater treatment plants don’t accept septage and 
some rural counties have no treatment plants.

 
OHIO

A proposal in the Ohio General Assembly would allow property owners 
served by an onsite sewage treatment system to opt out of mandatory sewer 
system connections. The bipartisan measure was crafted to provide relief to 
property owners facing mandatory sewer system tie-ins. 

House Bill 522 requires that property owners with onsite systems, and 
the local health department, be notified of planned sewer systems if the 
property may be required to connect. The property owner could opt out of 
the connection as long as the onsite system is maintained in accordance 
with state law. Owners of onsite systems not in compliance would have an 
opportunity to upgrade their system in order to avoid connecting to the 
sewer system. 

State Rep. Sean O’Brien (D-Bazetta), one of the lead sponsors of the 
legislation, says people can be prosecuted for not connecting to a sewer 
system and feels that is unacceptable and unconstitutional. He says the bill 
was drafted with the assistance of the Trumbull County Board of Health, 
the Ohio Department of Health and the Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency.

 
GEORGIA

The Georgia Department of Health will now require certification and 
continuing education for portable restroom operators. Certification classes 
will be offered through the Georgia Onsite Wastewater Association; 
contractors certified by the Portable Sanitation Association International 
will meet the state requirements and only have to provide proof of their 
PSAI certification. 

New regulations dealing with portable restroom units were also passed 
by the Department of Health after several years of research and two public 
hearings. O

rulesandregs

P

“Rules and Regs” is a monthly feature in 
Onsite Installer™. We welcome information 
about state or local regulations of potential 
broad interest to onsite contractors. Send 
ideas to editor@onsiteinstaller.com.

Alaskan Septic Service Providers 
Expect Stricter Disposal Limitations
By Doug Day and Sharon Verbeten
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umpers in the Matanuska-Susitna Borough of Alaska don’t have a 
local disposal site for septage. Every day, they have to ship 50,000 gal-
lons of septage to the Anchorage Point Woronzof treatment plant. The 

plant already operates under an exemption from the Clean Water Act allow-
ing it to discharge effluent with much less treatment required than at most 
wastewater plants. Officials expect the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency to pressure the city to limit how much waste it accepts from  
outside the area, which also includes around 1.5 million gallons of  
landfill leachate. 

Of the 96,000 residents of what is called Mat-Su, about 80,000 use 
septics and the population is growing. Two existing treatment plants in the 
borough can’t accept septage because they are already operating with permit 
exemptions due to high levels of ammonia and nitrates. Mat-Su officials 
have been studying the matter for years and estimate a regional wastewater 
plant will cost nearly $18 million. Even if approved, the plant couldn’t 
operate until 2019. 

The study shows that pumpers and haulers travel 500,000 miles a year 
to dispose of septage in Anchorage — with one saying he makes up to five 
trips a day.

 
FLORIDA

An effort to delay a ban on the land application of septage failed to clear 
the Florida Legislature in the past session. If something isn’t done next year, 
the ban will become effective in 2016. According to the Florida Department 
of Health, about 40 percent of the state’s septic tank waste is spread on 92 
permitted sites. 

The ban is expected to double the average $250 cost of pumping a septic 

tank. The Florida Onsite Wastewater Association, and others, had sought a 
one-year delay so the state could study disposal options and the 
environmental effects of land spreading, and wants to repeal the ban 
outright. Even though the legislation failed, the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection says it will begin the requested study this fall. 

The bill delaying the ban passed the Senate on a 37-1 vote on the last 
day of the session. But a companion bill in the House was never brought up 
for a vote. One legislator said many urban lawmakers don’t understand the 
significance of the bill and how much rural counties depend on land 
spreading. Many wastewater treatment plants don’t accept septage and 
some rural counties have no treatment plants.

 
OHIO

A proposal in the Ohio General Assembly would allow property owners 
served by an onsite sewage treatment system to opt out of mandatory sewer 
system connections. The bipartisan measure was crafted to provide relief to 
property owners facing mandatory sewer system tie-ins. 

House Bill 522 requires that property owners with onsite systems, and 
the local health department, be notified of planned sewer systems if the 
property may be required to connect. The property owner could opt out of 
the connection as long as the onsite system is maintained in accordance 
with state law. Owners of onsite systems not in compliance would have an 
opportunity to upgrade their system in order to avoid connecting to the 
sewer system. 

State Rep. Sean O’Brien (D-Bazetta), one of the lead sponsors of the 
legislation, says people can be prosecuted for not connecting to a sewer 
system and feels that is unacceptable and unconstitutional. He says the bill 
was drafted with the assistance of the Trumbull County Board of Health, 
the Ohio Department of Health and the Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency.

 
GEORGIA

The Georgia Department of Health will now require certification and 
continuing education for portable restroom operators. Certification classes 
will be offered through the Georgia Onsite Wastewater Association; 
contractors certified by the Portable Sanitation Association International 
will meet the state requirements and only have to provide proof of their 
PSAI certification. 

New regulations dealing with portable restroom units were also passed 
by the Department of Health after several years of research and two public 
hearings. O
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silicone-free formula that includes an 
anti-fog, antistatic ingredient that 
extends the life of safety glasses. The 
cleaner is available as a spray packaged 

with nonabrasive tissues or as single-use towelettes. 800/822-5347; www.
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productnews industrynews

Ditch Witch recognizes 
top electronics dealer  

Ditch Witch recognized 
Ditch Witch of Oklahoma & Arkansas with its Top Electronics Dealer 
Xcellence Award. The award recognizes dealers for sales volume and 
customer service.

 

Hyundai Construction names dealer, sales manager
Hyundai Construction Equipment Americas appointed Orion 

Equipment of Seattle, to its dealer network and named David Lynes 
regional sales manager for the Great Lakes Region.

 

NexTraq named American Business Awards finalist
NexTraq, a GPS fleet and asset tracking company, was named a finalist 

for the 2014 American Business Awards in the Most Innovative Tech 
Company of the Year category. O

Members of the Ditch Witch of Oklahoma 
& Arkansas team include (from left) Chris 
Jones, Dru Bridwell, Grant Golay, Tiffany 

Sewell-Howard, Gary Bridwell, Mark 
Whiteman, Mark Taylor and John Truett.
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he Colorado Professionals in Onsite Wastewater (CPOW) organization 
is now 10 years old, tracing its origins to when a small group of 
people decided the state’s industry needed a new direction and new 

regulations. Chuck Cousino was involved in that effort as president of 
CPOW last year and is now responsible for managing the process; he 
became Colorado’s onsite wastewater treatment system (OWTS) coordinator 
for the Water Quality Control Division in November 2013.

What is the history behind 
the regulations?

Cousino: Emergency guidelines were 
implemented as regulations in 1974 with a 
few revisions in later years in reaction to 
issues that came up. A group of regulators 
and practitioners formed the Individual 
Sewage Disposal System [ISDS] Steering 
Committee in 2002 to update the 
regulations. Many of them went on to found 
CPOW in 2004. 

One of their goals was a full-time 
position to run the state’s onsite program. 
The position was created in 2008 and I took 
over when my predecessor retired. 

In 2009, the state initiated the process to rewrite the ISDS regulations, 
which eventually involved more than 250 people, roughly 20 meetings and 
six or seven drafts. OWTS Regulation 43 went into effect in July 2013 and 
local public health agencies had one year to implement their regulations 
that have to be at least as stringent.

What was CPOW’s role?
Cousino: Much of what happened can be credited to the group that 

founded CPOW. They and the local directors of environmental health were 
the most active in the stakeholder process. 

One of the results was a defined need for training. CPOW officially 
formed an education committee last year, but we already had two [National 
Association of Wastewater Technicians]-certified trainers and have offered 
NAWT classes at least annually for inspectors, installers and O&M providers 
for years.

We are modifying the NAWT design class that was presented for the 
first time last year at the Pumper & Cleaner Environmental Expo International. 
There are items that still have to be added because of the unique geological 
conditions we have in the Rocky Mountains. 

CPOW has added a soils class that takes much of its content from the 
University of Minnesota Onsite Sewage Treatment Program soils class, and 
we’re adding the Colorado components. Two of the biggest additions to the 
new regulation were the inclusion of long-term acceptance rates and placing a 
focus on soil structure; we were relying strictly on percolation tests. Soils 
training has become a real focus.

What were the biggest gaps between the old and new regulations?
Cousino: The biggest thing was changing the focus from disposal to 

treatment and moving toward a performance-based standard instead of a 
prescriptive code. We aren’t there yet, but it’s a good start. The new regulations 
have brought us more in line with industry standards in areas like soils, 
O&M, training and oversight. There is a minimum interval for maintenance 
evaluation by a certified inspector that varies based on the type of system. The 
regulations are more science-based and allow more use of current technologies 
to overcome site restrictions.

 
Did you get everything you wanted?

Cousino: The regulations were developed before my arrival. My 
understanding is that many areas of discussion couldn’t get buy-in from all 
the stakeholders so there are about 15 items that are opt-in/opt-out for the 
counties. One of the opt-ins is to allow for reductions in system size or 
isolation with the use of higher-level treatment systems. If they do, they must 
have oversight programs to ensure proper maintenance is conducted. 

Another opt-in is a transfer of title inspection. If a county chooses to 
implement this, they must provide oversight and the inspector has to be 
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Regulations Reboot in Colorado
Updated onsite guidelines are a welcome addition for the 
Rocky Mountain state’s growing wastewater trade association
By Doug Day

“Tanks have to be recertified, watertight risers to 
grade are required, and a focus has been placed 
on system maintenance. There are significant 
advancements and systems are going to last longer.”
Chuck Cousino

Contact Chuck Cousino 
at 303/692-2366 or  
chuck.cousino@state.co.us.

certified by NAWT or an equivalent national program. A couple of counties 
are more stringent and require the same certification for those doing 
maintenance on higher-level treatment systems.

One of the biggest reasons for the options was that some counties have 
bigger programs and staff, 30 or 40 people. There is a lot of growth along the 
Colorado Front Range and their programs tend to be more progressive. 

Some of the smaller counties may not even have an environmental health 
program. They may rely on a land-use person or building inspector for OWTS 
inspections and have only three or four permits a year. Their reluctance to 
jump into more programs is understandable.

 
Are the new regulations working?

Cousino: Yes. Some counties kept their old regulations and worked in 
the new ones. Others started with the new regs and kept some of the nuance 
of their old rules. For the smaller counties, we developed a four-page template 
to adopt the regulations by reference and still allowed for local items to be 
included. There is also a checklist for the opt-in/opt-out items, included as an 
appendix where they can define what items they want to include. We received 
a lot of positive feedback to the template. There are still a few counties we 
haven’t heard from, which we expected, but we’ll work through that.

 
Is the opt-in/opt-out option a strength or weakness?

Cousino: It’s a good step that allowed the core items to be implemented. 
The site evaluation requirement is very extensive. Tanks have to be recertified, 
watertight risers to grade are required, and a focus has been placed on system 
maintenance. There are significant advancements and systems are going to 
last longer. 

The options allow the smaller counties to work within the framework of 
their abilities, both manpower and financial. Education will make a difference 
and we plan to revisit the regulations in a few years.

 
Any advice for other states that want to 
do such an update to their regulations?

Cousino: Patience. ‘Baby steps’ was the term used by my predecessor. 
Start early with the stakeholders, define where you want to go and how to get 
there. You may not reach the end right away, it might be the next time or the 
time after that; just keep things moving in the right direction by getting 
buy-in from your stakeholders and get their feedback. Education is key. O

Getting past the deal breakers
Just as the new onsite wastewater regulations were about to be 

finalized in Colorado, a small group of stakeholders started to 
question a few specific items. “Suddenly some people were realizing 
that it really was going to happen,” says Colorado’s onsite wastewater 
treatment system coordinator Chuck Cousino, who is also past-
president of Colorado Professionals in Onsite Wastewater. “Some 
felt that we always made small modifications to the regulations in 
the past and wondered why we couldn’t do that now.”

In response, the stakeholders were called together for a meeting 
to identify all the main “deal breakers” that needed attention. “They 
made a list of those things they absolutely could not live with, sat 
down and hammered it out.”

Many of the contentious matters ended up as items counties 
could adopt if they wanted. Cousino says that helped get the 
regulations passed, and he plans to spend the next few years 
assisting both practitioners and regulators and providing direction 
as to where improvements can be made the next time the regulations 
are updated.
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DRIP TUBING
 

Dripline irrigation system
The Wasteflow dripline irrigation system 

from Geoflow is placed directly into the soil, at 
the plant’s root zone, where effluent is released 
slowly and uniformly to be digested and 
absorbed safely. It can be used on difficult 
sites, including shallow soil profiles, steep slopes, limited setbacks or in areas 
with poor soils. Rootguard molded into each emitter protects against root 
intrusion, while the Geoshield component protects against biological buildup. 
800/828-3388; www.geoflow.com.

 
Low-volume dripline

Bioline low-volume dripline from Netafim is 
polyethylene pipe with pressure-compensating, 
continuous self-cleaning drippers installed at 
preset intervals. It delivers effluent precisely into the soil over a broad pressure 
range, using drippers impregnated with an antibacterial that prevents 
microbial slime buildup for the lifetime of the product. It doesn’t require 
special handling or storage, and no chemicals are required to protect it against 
root intrusion. It is available in three flow rates and several dripper spacings 
for precise application in any soil type. It is designed for use in any system and 
is ideal for environmentally sensitive areas, tight soils, slopes, oddly shaped 
areas and for customers wanting to use effluent for beneficial reuse. 888/638-
2346; www.netafimusa.com.

 
Drip system

Drip systems from Quanics include tubing, 
fittings, automatic and manual management systems, 
drip control panels and complete pumping systems for 
dosing the fields. Each package contains all the 
required components for a complete system 
installation. 877/782-6427; www.quanics.net.

 
PIPING 

 
Flexible HDPE pipe

PolyFlex HDPE pipe from Advanced 
Drainage Systems is made using pressure-rated 
high-density polyethylene resin providing 
flexibility, durability and chemical resistance. It 

can be quickly and easily installed in any terrain or tight space, and is resistant 
to vibration, surface loads, pressure surges, rot and corrosion. It comes in 
utility (CTS) and potable (IPS) water service tubing grades that meet NSF 
14/61. Available in 3/4- to 2-inch diameters in coil lengths from 100 to 500 
feet, each series has incremental footage markers printed every 2 feet, and has 
color-coded labels by pressure rating for easy identification. Connections can 
be made using copper compression, fusion welds or internal barbed fittings. 
800/733-7473; www.ads-pipe.com.

 
DISTRIBUTION BOXES/SYSTEMS

 
Wastewater distribution splitter

The Tru-Flow Splitter from Clarus 
Environmental enables even distribution of 
wastewater across the drainfield in gravity-fed 
soil absorption systems. It can be assumed level 
once installed and covered with soil. Even when 
the unit is tilted, effluent distributes equally 
among the varying number of outlets. The easily installed unit improves the 
drainfield’s efficiency. In deeper installations, a riser can be installed to make 
the unit accessible for a regular maintenance program. 800/928-7867; www.
clarusenvironmental.com.

 
Pressure sewer system

The InviziQ Pressure Sewer System utilizes 
grinding and pumping to efficiently and responsibly 
move sewage to treatment facilities, no matter the 
terrain, slope, environmental sensitivity of the area or 
complex topography of the region. It has a dry well 
design that delivers clean access to the system motor 
and other working parts, increasing safety for 
contractors. Network monitoring and control is built into every system and 
gives users a host of diagnostic resources for system management. 281/854-
0300; www.inviziq.com.

 
Noncorrosive distribution box

Permanent, noncorrosive distribution boxes 
from Tuf-Tite come with a speed leveler in each 
outlet. They are available in four-, six-, seven- and 
nine-hole sizes. Risers are available on the four- 
and seven-hole options. Boxes come with a one-
piece watertight seal that accepts 1.5-, 2-, 3- and 

Distribution Equipment and Systems 
By Craig Mandli

productfocus

Multiple effluent distribution methods are available to onsite system installers to create an efficient treatment system, 
regardless of location challenges. Here are drip tubing, piping, distribution boxes, pumps and media systems 

that can be employed when designing onsite systems.

4-inch SDR35 or Schedule 40 pipe, including corrugated for ease of 
installation. 800/382-7009; www.tuf-tite.com.

 
PUMPS

 
Effluent pump

The EP50 1/2 hp effluent pump from Ashland 
Pump is all cast iron, with a cast iron impeller and PSC 
motor for lower amp draw and increased energy 
efficiency. It is available in both 115- and 230-volt 
configurations, with a 20-foot cord. The 115-volt 
version has an SJE piggy-back wide-angle switch. 
855/281-6830; www.ashlandpump.com.

 
Grinder pump 

The 2 hp grinder pump from Champion Pump 
provides up to 133 feet TDH and flows up to 42 gpm. It 
has a double-seal configuration with a seal-failure alarm 
option. The starting components are optional, eliminating 
the need for control panels. Also available in a three-
phase system, its quick-disconnect cord is available up to 
50 feet, allowing it to be replaced without disturbing the 
wiring in the panel and conduit. It is offered as a 
packaged system with guide rails built to specification. 800/659-4491; 
www.championpump.com.

 
Grinder pump station

The E/One Extreme grinder pump station from 
Environment One Corporation provides 185 feet TDH, 
corrosion protection and expanded communications. It 
needs no preventive maintenance and is available in 
prepackaged wet-well/dry-well systems. The station 
collects wastewater, grinds solids and moves the 
effluent through 1 1/4- to 4-inch pipe to treatment. 
518/579-3068; www.eone.com.

Duplex grinder package system
Rugged job-ready duplex grinder systems from 

Franklin Electric can handle demanding residential 
and light commercial sewage removal applications. 
Designed for easy installation, they have a heavy-
duty fiberglass basin, commercial-grade stainless 
steel rail system or rigid discharge piping assembly, 
MGPD duplex control panel, and two GP-M Series 2 
hp manual grinder pumps. 800/701-7894; www.
franklin-electric.com.

Shredding pump
LSG-Series Omnivore grinder pumps from Liberty 

Pumps have V-Slice hardened stainless steel cutters 
that shred jeans, shop rags, sanitary napkins and other 
difficult solids into fine slurry with less jamming. They 
have a one-piece cast iron body, quick-disconnect 
power cord, stainless steel impeller and dual shaft seals. 
Complete pre-designed grinder systems are available in 
a variety of basin sizes. 800/543-2550; www.
libertypumps.com.

Effluent pump package 
Biotube ProPak pump packages from Orenco 

Systems filter and pump effluent from single- or dual-
compartment septic tanks to either gravity or 
pressurized discharge points without the need for a 
pump tank. The filter cartridge filters up to two-thirds 
of solids, so only liquid from the clear zone is pumped, 
reducing biological loading and component clogging. 
Components can be quickly installed and easily 
maintained. Filter cartridges are easy to remove and clean without pulling 
the pump vault. High-head effluent pumps are field-serviceable and 
repairable, and engineered to withstand start-stops and run-dry. Pump 
controls are specific to each package, and multiple models are available. 
800/348-9843; www.orenco.com.

 
Septic tank effluent pump 

The STEP (Septic Tank Effluent Pump) 
System from Polylok draws effluent from the 
middle layer (clear zone) of the septic tank, 
filters the remaining unwanted solids, then 
pumps the effluent to either a dispersal field or 
a wastewater treatment system. It installs 
quickly in a 19- to 23-inch-diameter opening in 
a new or existing concrete or fiberglass tank. The easy-access dual-
compartment design allows the filter cartridge to be removed without 
pulling the pump or the entire vault. The complete engineered system 
includes a polyethylene basin, effluent filter, 1/2 hp high-head turbine 
effluent pump with 10, 20 (standard) and 30 gpm versions available, 
internal 1 1/4-inch piping and valves, float switches and a control panel. 
800/701-3946; www.polylok.com.

 
Drainfield rejuvenation system 

The Retro-Air Rejuvenator System from 
Septic Services uses the aerobic process to 
restore failed anaerobic installations or to prevent 
failures in newly constructed septic systems by 
delivering a constant flow of air to the diffuser. 
As the biomat in the absorption field continually 
builds up, it clogs the pores in the soil, causing effluent water to rise to the 
ground surface. If allowed to continue, sewage can back up into the home. 
The system delivers dissolved oxygen and aerobic bacteria in the absorption 
field. Over time, aerobic bacteria consume the biomat, allowing the soil to 
absorb effluent once again. It is designed for 500- to 2,000-gallon tanks, 
and can be installed in single- or multiple-compartment tanks. It includes 
aerator pod, air line-diffuser assembly, outlet baffle filter and installation 
manual. 800/536-5564; www.retro-air.com.

 
DRAINFIELD MEDIA 

 
Wastewater dispersal system 

The Mantis M5 Series wastewater 
dispersal and disposal system from Eljen 
Corporation applies clarified effluent to the 
native soil through a filtering process. Each 
three-dimensional module consists of a 
cuspated core surrounded by Bio-Mat 
geotextile fabric. It clarifies septic tank effluent with a two-stage filtration 
process that protects the native soil’s long-term acceptance rate. Its 
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DRIP TUBING
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move sewage to treatment facilities, no matter the 
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complex topography of the region. It has a dry well 
design that delivers clean access to the system motor 
and other working parts, increasing safety for 
contractors. Network monitoring and control is built into every system and 
gives users a host of diagnostic resources for system management. 281/854-
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Permanent, noncorrosive distribution boxes 
from Tuf-Tite come with a speed leveler in each 
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4-inch SDR35 or Schedule 40 pipe, including corrugated for ease of 
installation. 800/382-7009; www.tuf-tite.com.
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Effluent pump

The EP50 1/2 hp effluent pump from Ashland 
Pump is all cast iron, with a cast iron impeller and PSC 
motor for lower amp draw and increased energy 
efficiency. It is available in both 115- and 230-volt 
configurations, with a 20-foot cord. The 115-volt 
version has an SJE piggy-back wide-angle switch. 
855/281-6830; www.ashlandpump.com.

 
Grinder pump 

The 2 hp grinder pump from Champion Pump 
provides up to 133 feet TDH and flows up to 42 gpm. It 
has a double-seal configuration with a seal-failure alarm 
option. The starting components are optional, eliminating 
the need for control panels. Also available in a three-
phase system, its quick-disconnect cord is available up to 
50 feet, allowing it to be replaced without disturbing the 
wiring in the panel and conduit. It is offered as a 
packaged system with guide rails built to specification. 800/659-4491; 
www.championpump.com.

 
Grinder pump station

The E/One Extreme grinder pump station from 
Environment One Corporation provides 185 feet TDH, 
corrosion protection and expanded communications. It 
needs no preventive maintenance and is available in 
prepackaged wet-well/dry-well systems. The station 
collects wastewater, grinds solids and moves the 
effluent through 1 1/4- to 4-inch pipe to treatment. 
518/579-3068; www.eone.com.

Duplex grinder package system
Rugged job-ready duplex grinder systems from 

Franklin Electric can handle demanding residential 
and light commercial sewage removal applications. 
Designed for easy installation, they have a heavy-
duty fiberglass basin, commercial-grade stainless 
steel rail system or rigid discharge piping assembly, 
MGPD duplex control panel, and two GP-M Series 2 
hp manual grinder pumps. 800/701-7894; www.
franklin-electric.com.

Shredding pump
LSG-Series Omnivore grinder pumps from Liberty 

Pumps have V-Slice hardened stainless steel cutters 
that shred jeans, shop rags, sanitary napkins and other 
difficult solids into fine slurry with less jamming. They 
have a one-piece cast iron body, quick-disconnect 
power cord, stainless steel impeller and dual shaft seals. 
Complete pre-designed grinder systems are available in 
a variety of basin sizes. 800/543-2550; www.
libertypumps.com.

Effluent pump package 
Biotube ProPak pump packages from Orenco 

Systems filter and pump effluent from single- or dual-
compartment septic tanks to either gravity or 
pressurized discharge points without the need for a 
pump tank. The filter cartridge filters up to two-thirds 
of solids, so only liquid from the clear zone is pumped, 
reducing biological loading and component clogging. 
Components can be quickly installed and easily 
maintained. Filter cartridges are easy to remove and clean without pulling 
the pump vault. High-head effluent pumps are field-serviceable and 
repairable, and engineered to withstand start-stops and run-dry. Pump 
controls are specific to each package, and multiple models are available. 
800/348-9843; www.orenco.com.

 
Septic tank effluent pump 

The STEP (Septic Tank Effluent Pump) 
System from Polylok draws effluent from the 
middle layer (clear zone) of the septic tank, 
filters the remaining unwanted solids, then 
pumps the effluent to either a dispersal field or 
a wastewater treatment system. It installs 
quickly in a 19- to 23-inch-diameter opening in 
a new or existing concrete or fiberglass tank. The easy-access dual-
compartment design allows the filter cartridge to be removed without 
pulling the pump or the entire vault. The complete engineered system 
includes a polyethylene basin, effluent filter, 1/2 hp high-head turbine 
effluent pump with 10, 20 (standard) and 30 gpm versions available, 
internal 1 1/4-inch piping and valves, float switches and a control panel. 
800/701-3946; www.polylok.com.

 
Drainfield rejuvenation system 

The Retro-Air Rejuvenator System from 
Septic Services uses the aerobic process to 
restore failed anaerobic installations or to prevent 
failures in newly constructed septic systems by 
delivering a constant flow of air to the diffuser. 
As the biomat in the absorption field continually 
builds up, it clogs the pores in the soil, causing effluent water to rise to the 
ground surface. If allowed to continue, sewage can back up into the home. 
The system delivers dissolved oxygen and aerobic bacteria in the absorption 
field. Over time, aerobic bacteria consume the biomat, allowing the soil to 
absorb effluent once again. It is designed for 500- to 2,000-gallon tanks, 
and can be installed in single- or multiple-compartment tanks. It includes 
aerator pod, air line-diffuser assembly, outlet baffle filter and installation 
manual. 800/536-5564; www.retro-air.com.

 
DRAINFIELD MEDIA 

 
Wastewater dispersal system 

The Mantis M5 Series wastewater 
dispersal and disposal system from Eljen 
Corporation applies clarified effluent to the 
native soil through a filtering process. Each 
three-dimensional module consists of a 
cuspated core surrounded by Bio-Mat 
geotextile fabric. It clarifies septic tank effluent with a two-stage filtration 
process that protects the native soil’s long-term acceptance rate. Its 
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infiltrative surface optimization technology significantly increases the 
product’s performance footprint, while mini-trenches provide storage 
capacity and oxygen transfer zones to boost performance. It comes in 
lightweight 2- and 3-foot install options. 800/444-1359; www.eljen.com.

 
Leaching system

The GST Leaching System from 
Geomatrix Systems uses a removable 
form to accurately shape and construct 
leaching fingers along the sides of a 
central distribution channel. It’s 
constructed with 3/4-inch washed 
stone and is surrounded with ASTM 
C-33 sand. The narrow profile of the leaching fingers and central distribution 
channel, combined with the uniform profile of the sand treatment media, 
enhances oxygen transfer efficiencies, resulting in thorough treatment of 
wastewater pollutants and a long-lasting leachfield. It can be configured 
with standard gravity, pressure and/or time-dosed distribution. 888/764-
5247; www.geomatrixsystems.com.

 
Passive septic system vent 

Septic system vents from Pagoda 
Vent Company passively ventilate 
onsite system components. They work 
in conjunction with the roof vent as 
air intakes, creating a draft through 
the system that clears gases and 
pressure within the system. They 
preserve concrete component integrity by diminishing microbial-induced 

corrosion. The vents aesthetically blend into the landscape, are lightweight 
and will not fade or rust. An optional odor control filter cartridge is 
concealed in the unit. 888/864-1468; www.pagodavent.com.

Pressure filter
The STF-100A2 pressure filter from Sim/Tech 

Filter helps maintain proper and efficient year-round 
operation of mounds, sand filters and other pressurized 
distribution systems. The low head loss (0.21 psi) filter 
mounts on the discharge side of an effluent pump, 
acting as a last line of defense to prevent plugged holes 
and reduce effluent TSS. This location also extends the 
time between servicing. The vortex action created by 
the pump scrubs the screen and the backflow through 
the filter after the pump shuts off and washes debris 
out. A single 2-inch filter can handle flow rates up to 
83.8 gpm. The 2-inch filters in the manifold can be 
designed to handle almost any flow rate or load. Larger 
3- and 4-inch filters are also available. Standard screen 
filters to 1/16 inch and optional socks allow for 
additional filtration to 0.024, 0.007 or 0.004 inch. 888/999-3290; www.
simtechfilter.com. O
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Distribution Equipment and Systems
By Craig Mandli

Low-pressure system installed on limited-absorption property 
Problem: A Lake Wylie, S.C., vacation home with a 1,000-gallon septic tank sat atop a former gravel pit where the 
ground had limited absorption for lateral discharge, with solids buildup that required frequent clean-outs. Adding a 
conventional grinder pump reduced the volume of solids but also concentrated hydrogen sulfide gas in the wastewater. 
The acidic gas ruined the original pump in four years. Although replaced under warranty, a replacement pump ran 
until out of warranty and cost the homeowner a substantial amount for a replacement, which soon began emitting 
bearing noise. 

Solution: A Flygt Low Pressure Sewage System (LPSS) was recommended. The pre-engineered system can serve 
individual homes or small residential developments. It consists of a fiberglass-reinforced polyester (FRP) wet well 
with either a durable progressive cavity or centrifugal grinder pump. The impeller’s hardened cutting rings reduce 
solids to less than 1/3- by 5/8-inch in the slurry. The package comes with a level indicator, panel display, alarm and 
waterproof control box isolated from possible sump flooding.

Result: The LPSS installed easily and offered a lasting solution to the homeowner’s problem. 704/409-9700; www.
xyleminc.com. 
 

Drainfield replaces old dry well on sloping lakefront site 
Problem: A Madeline Island, Wis., homeowner needed to replace an old lakeside dry well and was 
challenged to find a drainfield system that could be delivered by ferry, would meet surface water 
regulations, and could be installed on the steep, sloping, heavily landscaped site.

Solution: After delivery challenges and costs eliminated a traditional stone and pipe drainfield, engineers 
recommended an EZflow drainfield from Infiltrator Systems. Its geosynthetic aggregate bundles eliminate 
fines associated with crushed stone, and the modular and lightweight bundles were delivered to the island 
by local ferry. System installer Adrien Cady says this resulted in substantial savings when compared to the 
costs of getting gravel to the site. The 450 gpd system serves a two-bedroom house plus an addition with 
another bedroom and bath. Cady kept the existing 1,000-gallon concrete septic tank and added an outlet 
filter to further treat the effluent before drainfield discharge. A 500-gallon pump tank moves wastewater 
from the addition to the septic tank, and a distribution box evenly splits the flow from the septic tank to 
two 65-foot runs of EZflow bundles. Drainfield trenches are located 3 feet apart, one 6 inches lower than 
the other to accommodate the sloping site. A pipe transports effluent from the uphill septic tank and filter 
down to the drainfield located 4 feet above the lake.

Result: “The lightweight units were easy and quick to install,” says Cady. “The whole installation was complete in a day using a single backhoe.” 
800/221-4436; www.infiltratorsystems.com.
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Low-profile drainfield product accommodates depth restrictions
Problem: A commercial system in Kathleen, Ga., required a 500-linear-foot gravity-fed drainfield. It’s an 
area where suitable soils needed to fulfill permit conditions generally involve depth restriction issues. These 
restrictions usually result in additional fill or alternative disposal methods.  

Solution: Mike Clarke of Story, Clarke & Associates in Warner Robins, Ga., selected MPS-1336 from 
Plastic Tubing Industries for the low-profile design. With a profile height of 8.5 inches, an invert of 4 inches 
and a footprint reduction, the system provided an economical solution. In June 2014 Bob Adkins of Bob’s 
Backhoe Services in Macon, Ga., was contracted to install the system.

Result: The system overcame all of the site’s depth restrictions. Utilizing the level field application required by Georgia state code, the entire system is 
interconnected within suitable soil parameters. In addition, no extra backfill was required, as the system’s profile height allowed for ample coverage for 
the drainfield per state requirements. 800/780-5121; www.pti-pipe.com.
 

Aesthetic solution needed for septic pipe cover in garden area 
Problem: A Massachusetts homeowner spent thousands of dollars on a new porch and landscaping, 
only to have a 3-foot-tall vent pipe next to his porch in the middle of his garden. Traditional vent filters 
only addressed the odor problem, not the aesthetics.

Solution: Kevin Orlando from All Season Septic in Stoughton, Mass., was scheduled to pump the system, 
and the homeowner informed him of the problem. Orlando suggested The Dirty Bird septic pipe cover. 
The product addresses odor problems with an included charcoal filter, comes in three colors, and fit into 
the landscape as a common yard ornament, a pedestal/birdbath. 

Result: The homeowner was grateful for the simple solution. Now he has a focal point instead of an eyesore. Guests don’t even know he has a vent in 
his yard, and Orlando can service the charcoal filter when he pumps the system. 866/968-9668; www.thedirtybird.com. O
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AERATORS
We sell Flagg-Air 340, Secoh, Gast and Medo 
Linear, FPZ and Gast Regenerative, Thomas 
and Gast Rotary Vane aerators, rebuild kits and 
alarms at wholesale prices. Septic Services, Inc. 
www.septicserv.com. 1-800-536-5564 (IM)

Blue Diamond Aerators, 60-120 liters, 
in stock, low cost. Free next-day shipping. 
866-631-5124  (IM)

BuSinESSES
PARADISE FOR SALE! Bee’s Honey Pots, 
Inc., portable toilet company established in 
1983 in the beautiful Florida Keys is for sale. 
Based on Big Pine Key, Bee’s is the oldest 
established and largest portable toilet com-
pany in the Keys. Sole owner and operator 
for the past 30+ years wants to go fishing! 
Interested? Call 305-872-2287. (P09)

Widow selling market-leading industrial vac 
company. Over $500,000 EBITDA. Excel-
lent equipment, limited competition, expe-
rienced staff. Real estate available. Inquire 
info@cbiteam.com (P09)

DRAinfiElD RESTORATiOn
Soil Shaker 2000. Universal skid steer at-
tachment for drainfield restoration. Buy fac-
tory direct. $6,250. Check us out on YouTube 
or call 320-293-6644. (PBM)

Terralift Model 2000: Excellent condition. 
$25,000 or best offer. Pictures available 
upon request. 315-843-5600 or email  
aalco@tds.net (PBM)

HAnD TOOlS
Crust Busters - Portable, lightweight machine 
guaranteed to mix up septic tanks and grease 
traps! Save time and money! www.crust 
busters.com, 1-888-878-2296. (IM)

PuMPS
Hydromatic, Zoeller, Liberty, ABS, My-
ers, grinder and effluent pumps. Lift sta-
tion packages and high water alarms 
are also available. Septic Services, Inc. 
www.septicserv.com, 1-800-536-5564 (IM)

installer™ classifiedsonsite

Place your ad online at: www.onsiteinstaller.com

Go to onsiteinstaller.com to view the e-zine.
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Alabama
 Alabama Onsite 
 Wastewater Association; 
  www.aowainfo.org;   
  334/396-3434

Arizona
 Arizona Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association; 
  www.azowra.org; 
  928/443-0333

Arkansas
 Arkansas Onsite 
 Wastewater Association; 
  www.arkowa.com
 
California
 California Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.cowa.org; 
  530/513-6658

 
Colorado
 Colorado Professionals 
 in Onsite Wastewater;
  www.cpow.net; 
  720/626-8989

 
Connecticut
 Connecticut Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association; 
  www.cowra-online.org;  
  860/267-1057

 
Delaware
 Delaware On-Site Wastewater  
 Recycling Association;
  www.dowra.org

 
Florida
 Florida Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
 www.fowaonsite.com;   
  321/363-1590

Georgia
 Georgia Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.onsitewastewater.org;  
  678/646-0379
 
 Georgia F.O.G. Alliance;
  www.georgiafog.com

 
Idaho
 Onsite Wastewater 
 Association of Idaho; 
  www.owaidaho.org;   
  208/664-2133

Illinois
 Onsite Wastewater   
 Professionals of Illinois; 
  www.owpi.net

 
Indiana
 Indiana Onsite Waste Water  
 Professionals Association; 

 www.iowpa.org;   
  317/889-2382

Iowa
 Iowa Onsite Waste 
 Water Association;
  www.iowwa.com; 
  515/225-1051

Kansas
 Kansas Small Flows   
 Association; 
  www.ksfa.org; 
  913/594-1472

Kentucky
 Kentucky Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.kentuckyonsite.org;  
  855/818-5692

Maine
 Maine Association Of 
 Site Evaluators;
  www.mainese.com

 Maine Association of   
 Professional Soil Scientists;  
  www.mapss.org

Maryland
 Maryland Onsite Wastewater  
 Professionals Association; 
  www.mowpa.org;  
  443/570-2029

 
Michigan
 Michigan Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association;
  www.mowra.org
 
 Michigan Septic 
 Tank Association;
  www.msta.biz;  
  989/808-8648

 
Minnesota
 Minnesota Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.mowa-mn.com;   
  888/810-4178

Missouri
 Missouri Smallflows   
 Organization;  
  www.mosmallflows.org; 
  417/739-4100

 
Nebraska
 Nebraska On-site Waste 
 Water Association; 
  www.nowwa.org;   
  402/476-0162

 

New Hampshire
 New Hampshire Association  
 of Septage Haulers;
  www.nhash.com;   
  603/831-8670
 
 Granite State Designers and  
 Installers Association;
  www.gsdia.org;   
  603/228-1231

 
New Mexico
 Professional Onsite 
 Wastewater Reuse Association 
 of New Mexico;   
  www.powranm.org;
  505/989-7676

 
North Carolina
 North Carolina Septic 
 Tank Association;
  www.ncsta.net; 
  336/416-3564
 
 North Carolina Portable 
 Toilet Group; 
  www.ncportabletoiletgroup. 
  org;
  252/249-1097
 
 North Carolina Pumper Group;  
  www.ncpumpergroup.org; 
  252/249-1097

 
Ohio
 Ohio Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.ohioonsite.org; 
  866/843-4429

 
Oregon
 Oregon Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.o2wa.org; 
  541/389-6692

associationslist

Serving the Industry
Visit your state and provincial trade associations

If you would like your wastewater trade 
association added to this list, send contact 

information to editor@onsiteinstaller.com.

 Pennsylvania
 Pennsylvania Association of  
 Sewage Enforcement Officers; 
  www.pa-seo.org;
  717/761-8648
 
 Pennsylvania Onsite 
 Wastewater Recycling   
 Association; 
  www.powra.org

 Pennsylvania Septage   
 Management Association;  
  www.psma.net;   
  717/763-7762

 
Tennessee
 Tennessee Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.tnonsite.org

 
Texas
 Texas On-Site 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.txowa.org; 
  888/398-7188

 
Virginia
 Virginia Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association;
  www.vowra.org;   
  540/377-9830

 
Washington
 Washington On-Site 
 Sewage Association;
  www.wossa.org; 
  253/770-6594

 
Wisconsin
 Wisconsin Onsite Water  
 Recycling Association;
  www.wowra.com;   
  608/441-1436

 Wisconsin Liquid Waste  
 Carriers Association;
  www.wlwca.com; 
  608/441-1436

 
NATIONAL
 Water Environment Federation;  
  www.wef.org;
  800/666-0206

 National Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association; 
  www.nowra.org;
  800/966-2942

 National Association of   
 Wastewater Technicians;
  www.nawt.org;   
  800/236-6298

 

CANADA
Alberta
 Alberta Onsite Wastewater  
 Management Association; 
  www.aowma.com;
  877/489-7471

British Columbia 
 WCOWMA Onsite Wastewater 
 Management of B.C.; 
 www.wcowma-bc.com;
  877/489-7471

Manitoba
 Manitoba Onsite Wastewater  
 Management Association; 
  www.mowma.org;
  877/489-7471

 Onsite Wastewater Systems  
 Installers of Manitoba, Inc.;  
  www.owsim.com; 
  204/771-0455

 
New Brunswick
 New Brunswick Association of  
 Onsite Wastewater Professionals;  
  www.nbaowp.ca; 
  506/455-5477

Nova Scotia
 Waste Water Nova Scotia;  
  www.wwns.ca;
  902/246-2131

 
Ontario
 Ontario Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.oowa.org; 
  855/905-6692

 Ontario Association of Sewage  
 Industry Services; 
  www.oasisontario.on.ca;  
  877/202-0082

 
Saskatchewan
 Saskatchewan Onsite Wastewater  
 Management Association; 
  www.sowma.ca;
  877/489-7471

Canadian Regional
 Western Canada Onsite 
 Wastewater Management  
 Association; 
  www.wcowma.com;
  877/489-7471 O
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866.968.9668 781.806.0797
www.thedirtybird.comReps & Distributors Wanted

Converts your ugly septic 
vent into an attractive 
pedestal/bird bath and 

controls odor too!

Invented and 
Made in the USA

IndustrialOdorControl.com
8 6 6 - N O - S T I N K  ( 6 6 7 - 8 4 6 5 )

9 7 3 - 8 4 6 - 7 8 1 7

Wolverine Brand
Septic Vent Filters
We Stop the Stink!

₪
₪

Patent #US 8,273,162PPPPaatteent #US 8,273,162

IndustrialOdorControl.com
8 6 6 - N O - S T I N K  ( 6 6 7 - 8 4 6 5 )

9 7 3 - 8 4 6 - 7 8 1 7

Wolverine Brand
Septic Vent Filters
We Stop the Stink!

₪
₪

Patent #US 8,273,162PPPPaatteent #US 8,273,162
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1.800.321.6960  
www.jetincorp.com 

email@jetincorp.com
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Wastewater Treatment Solutions

Founded on Innovation. 
Anchored by Service.®
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Cost Effective6 PackShipping

Now Offering18” & 24”CustomLids

Now Of
18” &

The Most Durable & Economical

Septic Lid
The Most Durable & Economical

Septic Lid
- Easier to Handle & Transport Easier to Handle & Transpo
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- 12”, 18" & 24" Available
- Easy Installation
- Optional Sand Filled

GOOD SHOW 
FLORIDA.

SepticSewagePumps.com
1.800.292.9087

We came to the FOWA 
show in Florida with  
the most rugged and 
reliable pumps on the 
market. SSP delivers 
the best industry pricing 
as well. Contact us and 
start saving today.
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Alabama
 Alabama Onsite 
 Wastewater Association; 
  www.aowainfo.org;   
  334/396-3434

Arizona
 Arizona Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association; 
  www.azowra.org; 
  928/443-0333

Arkansas
 Arkansas Onsite 
 Wastewater Association; 
  www.arkowa.com
 
California
 California Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.cowa.org; 
  530/513-6658

 
Colorado
 Colorado Professionals 
 in Onsite Wastewater;
  www.cpow.net; 
  720/626-8989

 
Connecticut
 Connecticut Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association; 
  www.cowra-online.org;  
  860/267-1057

 
Delaware
 Delaware On-Site Wastewater  
 Recycling Association;
  www.dowra.org

 
Florida
 Florida Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
 www.fowaonsite.com;   
  321/363-1590

Georgia
 Georgia Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.onsitewastewater.org;  
  678/646-0379
 
 Georgia F.O.G. Alliance;
  www.georgiafog.com

 
Idaho
 Onsite Wastewater 
 Association of Idaho; 
  www.owaidaho.org;   
  208/664-2133

Illinois
 Onsite Wastewater   
 Professionals of Illinois; 
  www.owpi.net

 
Indiana
 Indiana Onsite Waste Water  
 Professionals Association; 

 www.iowpa.org;   
  317/889-2382

Iowa
 Iowa Onsite Waste 
 Water Association;
  www.iowwa.com; 
  515/225-1051

Kansas
 Kansas Small Flows   
 Association; 
  www.ksfa.org; 
  913/594-1472

Kentucky
 Kentucky Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.kentuckyonsite.org;  
  855/818-5692

Maine
 Maine Association Of 
 Site Evaluators;
  www.mainese.com

 Maine Association of   
 Professional Soil Scientists;  
  www.mapss.org

Maryland
 Maryland Onsite Wastewater  
 Professionals Association; 
  www.mowpa.org;  
  443/570-2029

 
Michigan
 Michigan Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association;
  www.mowra.org
 
 Michigan Septic 
 Tank Association;
  www.msta.biz;  
  989/808-8648

 
Minnesota
 Minnesota Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.mowa-mn.com;   
  888/810-4178

Missouri
 Missouri Smallflows   
 Organization;  
  www.mosmallflows.org; 
  417/739-4100

 
Nebraska
 Nebraska On-site Waste 
 Water Association; 
  www.nowwa.org;   
  402/476-0162

 

New Hampshire
 New Hampshire Association  
 of Septage Haulers;
  www.nhash.com;   
  603/831-8670
 
 Granite State Designers and  
 Installers Association;
  www.gsdia.org;   
  603/228-1231

 
New Mexico
 Professional Onsite 
 Wastewater Reuse Association 
 of New Mexico;   
  www.powranm.org;
  505/989-7676

 
North Carolina
 North Carolina Septic 
 Tank Association;
  www.ncsta.net; 
  336/416-3564
 
 North Carolina Portable 
 Toilet Group; 
  www.ncportabletoiletgroup. 
  org;
  252/249-1097
 
 North Carolina Pumper Group;  
  www.ncpumpergroup.org; 
  252/249-1097

 
Ohio
 Ohio Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.ohioonsite.org; 
  866/843-4429

 
Oregon
 Oregon Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.o2wa.org; 
  541/389-6692

associationslist

Serving the Industry
Visit your state and provincial trade associations

If you would like your wastewater trade 
association added to this list, send contact 

information to editor@onsiteinstaller.com.

 Pennsylvania
 Pennsylvania Association of  
 Sewage Enforcement Officers; 
  www.pa-seo.org;
  717/761-8648
 
 Pennsylvania Onsite 
 Wastewater Recycling   
 Association; 
  www.powra.org

 Pennsylvania Septage   
 Management Association;  
  www.psma.net;   
  717/763-7762

 
Tennessee
 Tennessee Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.tnonsite.org

 
Texas
 Texas On-Site 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.txowa.org; 
  888/398-7188

 
Virginia
 Virginia Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association;
  www.vowra.org;   
  540/377-9830

 
Washington
 Washington On-Site 
 Sewage Association;
  www.wossa.org; 
  253/770-6594

 
Wisconsin
 Wisconsin Onsite Water  
 Recycling Association;
  www.wowra.com;   
  608/441-1436

 Wisconsin Liquid Waste  
 Carriers Association;
  www.wlwca.com; 
  608/441-1436

 
NATIONAL
 Water Environment Federation;  
  www.wef.org;
  800/666-0206

 National Onsite Wastewater  
 Recycling Association; 
  www.nowra.org;
  800/966-2942

 National Association of   
 Wastewater Technicians;
  www.nawt.org;   
  800/236-6298

 

CANADA
Alberta
 Alberta Onsite Wastewater  
 Management Association; 
  www.aowma.com;
  877/489-7471

British Columbia 
 WCOWMA Onsite Wastewater 
 Management of B.C.; 
 www.wcowma-bc.com;
  877/489-7471

Manitoba
 Manitoba Onsite Wastewater  
 Management Association; 
  www.mowma.org;
  877/489-7471

 Onsite Wastewater Systems  
 Installers of Manitoba, Inc.;  
  www.owsim.com; 
  204/771-0455

 
New Brunswick
 New Brunswick Association of  
 Onsite Wastewater Professionals;  
  www.nbaowp.ca; 
  506/455-5477

Nova Scotia
 Waste Water Nova Scotia;  
  www.wwns.ca;
  902/246-2131

 
Ontario
 Ontario Onsite 
 Wastewater Association;
  www.oowa.org; 
  855/905-6692

 Ontario Association of Sewage  
 Industry Services; 
  www.oasisontario.on.ca;  
  877/202-0082

 
Saskatchewan
 Saskatchewan Onsite Wastewater  
 Management Association; 
  www.sowma.ca;
  877/489-7471

Canadian Regional
 Western Canada Onsite 
 Wastewater Management  
 Association; 
  www.wcowma.com;
  877/489-7471 O




